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Empirical Properties of Functional Regression Models and Application to
High-Frequency Financial Data
by
Xi Zhang, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2013
Major Professor: Dr. Piotr S. Kokoszka
Department: Mathematics and Statistics
This dissertation studies the nite sample performance of predictors in the
functional (Hilbertian) autoregressive model Xn+1 = 	(Xn)+"n. Extensive empirical
study based on simulated and real data reveals that predictors of the form 	^(Xn)
are practically optimal in a sense that their prediction errors are comparable with
those of the infeasible perfect predictor 	(Xn). The predictions 	^(Xn) cannot be
improved by an improved estimation of 	, nor by a more rened prediction approach
which uses predictive factors rather than the functional principal components. The
practical limits of predictions are feasible using the functional autoregressive model.
Cumulative intraday returns are dened and considered by their prediction on a
market index. The returns we study are dened as curves in a function space and are
similar to daily asset price curves. Several functional regression models are proposed
which can be viewed as extensions of the Capital Asset Pricing Model to intraday
returns dened as curves. After deriving parameter estimates and prediction functions
for these models, we compare their prediction errors by application to cumulative
iv
intraday returns of large US corporations. We nd that complex functional regression
models do not perform better than a simple model. In particular, we nd that
modeling error dependence does not improve forecasts.
This dissertation also proposes a functional regression framework for the eval-
uation of the impact of scalar- and curve-valued factors on the shapes of intraday
price curves. The asymptotic theory leads to practically useful condence intervals
for the regression coecients. The main ndings pertain to the impact of the shapes
of intraday oil futures on the shapes of intraday prices of blue chip stocks. It is found
that scalar factors have no signicant impact on the shape of price curves.
(200 pages)
vPUBLIC ABSTRACT
Empirical Properties of Functional Regression Models and Application to
High-Frequency Financial Data
Functional data analysis (FDA) has grown into a substantial eld of statistical
research, with new methodology, numerous useful applications and interesting novel
theoretical developments. My dissertation focuses on the empirical properties of func-
tional regression models and their application to nancial data. We start from testing
the empirical properties of forecasts with the functional autoregressive models based
on simulated and real data. We dene intraday returns and consider their prediction
from such returns on a market index. This is an extension to intraday data of the
Capital Asset Pricing model. Finally we investigate multifactor functional models
and assess their suitability for the prediction of intraday returns for various nancial
assets, including stock and commodity futures.
Xi Zhang
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Functional data analysis (FDA) has been an important and dynamic area of
statistics over the last several decades. Many new methodological and theoretical
developments have been stimulated under this area, which has been very broad, with
many specialized directions of research. This dissertation focuses on a very specic
topic: the properties of functional regression models and their application to high-
frequency nancial data. In the following content of this chapter, We will rst intro-
duce some basic concepts and methods in FDA, and then describe the high-frequency
data set we will apply in this dissertation.
1.1 Functional data analysis
FDA is concerned with observations which are viewed as functions dened over
some set T. The set T is often time, but may also be spatial location, wavelength,
probability, etc. The data in this dissertation is of the form Xn(t), t 2 [a; b], where
[a; b] is an interval on the line. Each observation then is a curve. Such curves can
rise in many ways, mainly in times in this dissertation. At FDA core is the idea that
curves should be treated as individual and complete statistical objects, rather than as
collections of individual observations. Statistical tools of FDA typically rely on some
form of smoothing to transform high dimensional or incomplete data building up a
curve into a smoother curve that can be described by a smaller number of parameters.
The theory of autoregressive and more general linear processes in Banach spaces
is developed in the monograph of Bosq (2000), which also contains sucient back-
ground. Hormann and Kokoszka (2011) and Horvath and Kokoszka (2012) also con-
tain a suitable introduction. Here we state only the minimum of facts required to
understand this dissertation. All functions are assumed to be elements of the Hilbert
2space L2 of real square integrable functions on the interval [0; 1], equipped with the
usual inner product hf; gi = R f(t)g(t)dt:When no limits of integration are indicated,
the integral is over the whole interval [0; 1]. Every element of L2 is square integrable
in a sense that jjf jj2 = R jf(t)j2dt < 1. However, when X is a random function
taking values in L2, its square integrability means that E jjXjj2 <1.
The typical FDA tends to start from a cleaned data set with observations, which
could be treated as functional curves, to convert those observations to functional
objects. In order to do this a functional basis must be chosen. A basis is a collection
of basic functions whose linear combination denes the actual functional observation:
Xn(t) =
PK
k=1 cnk k(t), n = 1; : : : ; N . The conversion of the data into functional
data objects involves computing and storing the coecients cnk into a matrix. There
are several dierent kinds of basis functions commonly used in FDA: Fourier basis, B-
spline basis, exponential basis, polynomial basis, and power basis, which are designed
to be used in specied situations, see Ramsay and Silverman (2005) for details.
In the process of analysis the variability of functional data, there are several tech-
niques could be used: functional principal component analysis (FPCA), functional
canonical correlation analysis (FCCA), and functional principal dierential analysis
(FPDA). In this dissertation, we mainly use the FPCA technique to approximate and
compute the observations. The inherent complexity of FDA makes it impossible in a
meaningful way to estimate the \distribution" of a random function, or to nd esti-
mates that could converge in a reasonable rate, which indicates that the properties
of the FPCA are of great importance in FDA.
1.2 High-frequency nancial data sets
In this section, we will introduce the data sets that motivated the research pre-
sented in this dissertation. They are extensively analyzed in the dissertation chapters.
We paid for the raw data in the database \Financial Price Data from RC re-
search(for more information, please check the website: http://www.price-data.com).
3In this dataset, there are the values of Standard & Poor's 100 index at every trans-
action minute from 1997 to 2007. The price processes over the period of about 8
years are shown in Figure 1.1. We also implement with oil price data during the
same time period in Chapter 4. We arrange this raw minute by minute data in an
organized format: a huge matrix with 390 rows (391 minutes from 9:30AM to 4:00PM
EST), and each column represents each transaction day. we dene curves of intraday
cumulative returns (CIDR's) as
rn(tj) = 100[lnPn(tj)  lnPn(t1)]; j = 2; : : : ;m; n = 1; : : : ; N;
where Pn(tj); n = 1; : : : ; N; j = 1; : : : ;m is the price of a nancial asset at time tj on
day n.
The CIDR's have an obvious interpretation as curves describing the cumulative
return during a given day. For every xed day, these curves exhibit a specic pat-
tern, typically with some upward or downward momentum, disturbed by some noise.
It is therefore tempting to study their statistical behavior using the framework of
FDA. Graphs of intraday cumulative returns are shown in Fig. 1.2. They should be
contrasted with high frequency returns dened as lnP (tj)  lnP (tj 1) and displayed
in Fig. 1.3. The latter are very noisy and any reasonable smoothing destroys the
information they contain (the smoothed curves are typically very close to a constant
zero curve).
This dissertation consists of several chapters, which represent individual manuscripts
on empirical properties of functional autoregressive models and functional frame
works on curves of intraday cumulative returns. Chapter 2 introduces an exten-
sive empirical study of functional autoregressive models. Several functional nancial
models have been proposed and compared in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 extends Chapter
3's work into adding more factors to the functional nancial models, which are named
functional factor models, and applies into blue chip stocks data.
4Fig. 1.1: Share prices of the Standard & Poor's 100 index (SP) and the Exxon{Mobil



















Fig. 1.2: Intraday cumulative returns on 10 consecutive days for the Exxon Mobil









Fig. 1.3: High frequency returns for CVX stock during one trading day.
6CHAPTER 2
EMPIRICAL PROPERTIES OF FORECASTS WITH THE FUNCTIONAL
AUTOREGRESSIVE MODEL1
2.1 Introduction
Over the last two decades, functional data analysis (FDA) has grown into a
substantial eld of statistical research, with new methodology, numerous useful ap-
plications and interesting novel theoretical developments. In this brief note, we can-
not even outline the central ideas, as the eld has become very broad, so we merely
mention comprehensive introductory expositions of Ramsay and Silverman (2002),
Ramsay and Silverman (2005), and Ramsay et al. (2009), and more theoretical works
Bosq (2000), Ferraty and Vieu (2006), Bosq and Blanke (2007), and Ferraty and
Romain (2011).
The research summarized in this paper pertains to the functional autoregressive
(FAR) process studied theoretically by Bosq (2000), and extensively used in both
practical and theoretical studies since then, see Besse and Cardot (1996), Damon and
Guillas (2002), Antoniadis and Sapatinas (2003), Horvath et al. (2010), Hormann
and Kokoszka (2010), Gabrys et al. (2010), among numerous other contributions.
The FAR(1) model is given by the equation
(2.1.1) Xn+1 = 	(Xn) + "n+1;
in which the errors "n and the observations Xn are curves, and 	 is a linear operator
transforming a curve into another curve. Precise denitions and assumptions are
stated in Section 2.2. Model (2.1.1) has been introduced to predict curve{valued
1COAUTHORED BY ZHANG, X., DIDERICKSEN, D., AND KOKOSZKA, P. COMPUTA-
TIONAL STATISTICS, 27(2):285-298, 2012.
7time series. In addition to Bosq (2000), an informative introduction and review of
several prediction methods is given by Besse et al. (2000).
Recently Kargin and Onatski (2008) proposed a sophisticated method of one
step ahead prediction in model (2.1.1) based on predictive factors, and developed an
advanced theory that justies the optimality of their method, we provide a description
in Section 2.2. The initial question that motivated this research was whether the
method of Kargin and Onatski (2008) is superior in nite samples to the standard
method described in Bosq (2000), which estimates of the operator 	 and forecasts
Xn+1 by 	^(Xn). We found that the predictive factors method never dominates the
standard method, and in some cases it performs poorly. We also found that the
standard method is almost perfect in a sense that its average prediction errors are
typically, within a standard error, the same as if we had perfect knowledge of the
operator 	. Thus it cannot be hoped that this method can be substantially improved.
Surprisingly, this is the case even though the estimates 	^ of the operator 	 are
typically very poor. We found that it is possible to improve these estimates, we
developed a simple algorithm to do it, but this improvement does not aect the
quality of prediction. Finally, we realized some natural limits of predictions that
can be expected from model (2.1.1); predictions with 	^(Xn) are often not better
than those with the mean function. We describe in this paper how we arrived at
all these conclusions. It is hoped that this contribution will provide informative and
useful insights into nite sample properties of estimators and predictors in the FAR(1)
model, whose theoretical properties have already been studied in depth.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2.2, we describe the two prediction
methods and state the assumptions for their validity. Before comparing them, we
address in Section 2.4 the question of the estimation of 	, and show how better
estimates can be constructed. Sections 2.3 and 2.5 describe, respectively, the design of
the simulation study and its outcomes. We conclude with Section 2.6 which discusses
general properties of predictors derived from model (2.1.1).
82.2 Prediction methods
The theory of autoregressive and more general linear processes in Banach spaces
is developed in the monograph of Bosq (2000), which also contains sucient back-
ground. Hormann and Kokoszka (2011) and Horvath and Kokoszka (2012) also con-
tain a suitable introduction. Here we state only the minimum of facts required to
understand this paper. All functions are assumed to be elements of the Hilbert space
L2 of real square integrable functions on the interval [0; 1], equipped with the usual
inner product hf; gi = R f(t)g(t)dt: The errors "n in (2.1.1) are iid mean zero random
elements of L2, which implies that the Xn also have mean zero. The operator 	








The condition jj	jj < 1 ensures the existence of a stationary causal solution to FAR(1)
equations.
Before describing the prediction methods, we note that prior to further analysis
all simulated curves are converted to functional objects in R using 99 Fourier basis
functions. We used the package fda, which also allows to compute the Functional
Principal components (FPC's) of the observations Xn, see Ramsay et al. (2009) for
the details. We now describe the two methods, which we call "estimated kernel" and
"predictive factors", for ease of reference.
Estimated Kernel (EK). Denote by vk; k = 1; 2; : : :, the FPC's of the Xn, and by
v^k; k = 1; 2; : : : ; p; the estimated (or empirical) FPC's (EFPC's). The number p of
EFPC's to be used is typically determined by the cumulative variance method, but
9other methods, including cross{validation or information criteria, can be used as well.
Since the vk form an orthonormal basis in L
2, the kernel  admits the expansion




The empirical version of this relation, computed from the sample X1; X2; : : : ; XN , is





(2.2.3)  ^ji = ^
 1




Equation (A.2.6) is an empirical analog of the relation  ji = 
 1
i E[hXn 1; vii hXn; vji],
which is not dicult to derive; i is the eigenvalue corresponding to vi, and ^i the













Predictive Factors (PF). The estimator (A.2.5) is not directly justied by the
problem of optimal prediction, it is based on FPC's, which may focus on the features
of the data that are not relevant to prediction. In this section, we describe a technique
known as predictive factors, which may (potentially) be better suited for forecasting.
It nds directions most relevant to prediction, rather than explaining the variability, as
the FPC's do. We describe only the general idea, as theoretical arguments developed
by Kargin and Onatski (2008) are quite complex. One of the messages of this paper
is that the PF method does not oer an advantage in nite samples, so we do not
10
need to describe here all the details.
Denote by Rk the set of all rank k operators i.e. those operators which map L2
into a subspace of dimension k. The goal is to nd A 2 Rk which minimizes EjjXn+1 
A(Xn)jj2: To nd a computable approximation to the operator A, a parameter  > 0
must be introduced. Following the recommendation of Kargin and Onatski (2008),














j hx^;i; v^ji v^j + x^;i:
The vectors x^;i are linear combinations of the EFPC v^i; 1  i  k, and are approx-
imations to the eigenfunctions of the operator  dened by the polar decomposition
	C1=2 = U1=2, where C is the covariance operator of X1 and U is a unitary operator.






hXi; xiXi+1; x 2 L2:
The method depends on a selection of p and k. We selected p by the cumulative
variance method and set k = p.
2.3 Design of a simulation study




 (t; s)Xn(s)ds+ "n+1(t); n = 1; 2; : : : ; N:
We use a burn{in period of 50 functional observations.
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We consider three error processes "(1)(t), "(2)(t), and "(3)(t) dened as follows:
(2.3.2) "(1)(t) = BB(t) = W (t)  tW (1) ;











Zj; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; K;
where the Zk are independent standard normals and Z0 = 0.







where 1 and 2 are independent standard normals and  can be any constant (in the
simulations we use  = 0:5).
(2.3.4) "(3)(t) = "(2)(t) + a"(1)(t) ;
where a can be any constant.
The errors "(1) are Brownian bridges, they admit the Karhunen{Loeve expansion
with innitely many terms. In contrast, the errors "(2)(t) have only two terms in
this expansion. The errors "(3)(t) have two dominant terms, and the degree of their
dominance is controlled by the parameter a.
The eigenfunctions and the eignevalues of the covariance operator of the obser-
vations Xn can dier signicantly from those of the errors because they depend on
12
the kernel  . We use four kernels (dened for (t; s) 2 [0; 1]2):
Gaussian :  (t; s) = C exp
 (t2 + s2)=2	 ;
Identity :  (t; s) = C;
Sloping plane (t) :  (t; s) = Ct;
Sloping plane (s) :  (t; s) = Cs:
The normalizing constants C are chosen such that jj	jj = 0:5 or jj	jj = 0:8. To
implement the numerical integration in (2.3.1), the kernels were evaluated on a grid
of 200 200 points.
Measures of quality of prediction and estimation. To measure the prediction

































j ^(t; s)   (t; s)j
j (t; s)j dsdt:
To present simulation results, we compute the appropriate averages, as explained
in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.


















































































Fig. 2.1: The kernel surface  (t; s) (top left) and its estimates  ^p(t; s) for p = 2; 3; 4.
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We begin by illustrating the performance of estimator (A.2.5). Figure A.51 shows
the Gaussian kernel whose Hilbert{Schmidt norm (3.2.4) is 1=2, and three estimates
which use p = 2; 3; 4. The innovations "n are generated as Brownian bridges. Such
visual discrepancies are observed for other kernels and other innovation processes as
well. Moreover, by all three measures, MSE, AD and RAD, the distance between  
and  ^p increases, as p increases. This is counterintuitive because by using more EFPC'
v^j, we would expect the approximation (A.2.5) to improve. For the FAR(1) used to
produce Figure A.51, the sums
Pp
j=1 ^j explain, respectively, 74, 83 and 87 percent
of the variance for p = 2; 3 and 4, but (for the series length N = 100), the absolute
deviation distances between  and  ^p are 0:40; 0:44 and 0:55, see Table A.1. As N
increases, these distances decrease, but their tendency to increase with p remains.
This problem is due in part to the fact that for many FAR(1) models, the estimated
eigenvalues ^j are very small, except ^1 and ^2, and so a small error in their estimation
translates to a large error in the reciprocals ^ 1j appearing in (A.2.5). We have
experimented with many ways of remedying this, and found that a simple solution
that gives a consistent improvement is to replace in (A.2.6), ^i by ^i+ b^; i > 2; where
b^ = 1:5(^1+ ^2). Adding the baseline b^ does not make the estimated surfaces  ^p look
much more similar to  , but the errors, MSE, AD and RAD, become smaller and do
not increase with p. The latter property is important, because the quality of original
estimates depends strongly on p, so an estimator with a weaker dependence on p oers
an advantage. This is illustrated in Tables A.13 and A.16. Note that in Table A.16,
the original method gives best results for p = 2. This is because the FAR(1) model
for which  has been especially chosen to have slowly decaying eignevalues ^i. For
the innovations "(2), the original method fails completely for p > 2 and some kernels,
because the estimated eigenvalues ^i; i > 2 are practically zero. Table A.13 shows
the most typical picture.
We presented in this section only a very small selection of graphs and tables; an
extensive presentation is given in Kokoszka and Zhang (2010). Our ndings pertain
15
Table 2.1: Kernel estimation errors; Brownian bridge innovations "(1)(t), Gaussian
kernel. In parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
N = 50
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 0.67(.04) 0.56(.03) 0.79(.04)
p = 3 1.17(.06) 0.93(.05) 1.30(.07)
p = 4 1.70(.07) 1.32(.05) 1.83(.07)
N = 100
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 0.46(.01) 0.40(.01) 0.56(.01)
p = 3 0.53(.02) 0.44(.02) 0.61(.02)
p = 4 0.67(.02) 0.55(.02) 0.77(.03)
N = 200
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 0.44(.01) 0.38(.01) 0.53(.01)
p = 3 0.43(.01) 0.37(.01) 0.51(.02)
p = 4 0.52(.01) 0.42(.01) 0.58(.01)
Table 2.2: AD errors for original and improved kernel estimates; innovations "(1),
N = 100. In parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
p = 2 p = 3 p = 4
Original Improved Original Improved Original Improved
Gaussian .400(.010) .400(.010) .440(.020) .390(.010) .550(.020) .380(.010)
Identity .520(.010) .243(.005) .540(.020) .220(.006) .630(.020) .220(.006)
Ct .280(.010) .280(.005) .340(.010) .274(.005) .480(.020) .270(.006)
Cs .300(.010) .255(.004) .370(.010) .245(.004) .510(.020) .237(.005)
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Table 2.3: AD errors for original and improved kernel estimates; innovations "(3); a =
3, N = 100. In parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
p = 2 p = 3 p = 4
Original Improved Original Improved Original Improved
Gaussian .398(.008) .439(.004) .337(.009) .403(.004) .587(.020) .407(.003)
Identity .390(.007) .444(.003) .312(.009) .411(.003) .619(.020) .411(.003)
Ct .396(.008) .386(.004) .393(.010) .364(.004) .631(.020) .360(.002)
Cs .327(.007) .384(.004) .291(.008) .358(.003) .584(.030) .357(.003)
to lengths N occurring in most applications, in which N does not exceed 200.
2.5 Comparison of prediction methods
We selected ve prediction methods for comparison, two of which do not use
the autoregressive structure. To obtain further insights, we also included the errors
obtained by assuming perfect knowledge of the operator 	. For ease of reference, we
now describe these methods, and introduce some convenient notation.
MP (Mean Prediction) We set X^n+1(t) = 0. Since the simulated curves have mean
zero at every t, this corresponds to using the mean function as a predictor. This
predictor is optimal if the data are uncorrelated.
NP (Naive Prediction) We set X^n+1 = Xn. This method does not attempt to model
temporal dependence. It is included to see how much can be gained by utilizing
the autoregressive structure of the data.
EX (Exact) We set X^n+1 = 	(Xn). This is not really a prediction method be-
cause the autoregressive operator 	 is unknown. It is included to see if poor
predictions might be due to poor estimation of 	 (cf. Section 2.4).
EK (Estimated Kernel) This method is described in Section 2.2.
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EKI (Estimated Kernel Improved) This is method EK, but the ^i in (A.2.6) are
replaced by ^i + b^, as described in Section 2.4.
PF (Predictive Factors) This method is described in Section 2.2.
We produced boxplots of the errors En and Rn, N   50 < n < N , dened in
Section 2.3, for the innovations and kernels dened in Section 2.3. We considered
N = 50; 100; 200, jj	jj = 0:5 and jj	jj = 0:8. Typical results are shown in Figures
2.2 and 2.3, but for some choices of the innovations and the kernels, the relative
placement of the boxplots changes. To assess the statistical signicance of the results,
we computed the averages of the En and Rn, N 50 < n < N , and the standard errors
of these averages. Typical examples are given in Tables 2.4 and 2.5. For example, in
Table 2.5, the average Rn for kernel Ct with jj	jj = :8 is 0.30 for EK and 0.36 for
PF. Given that the standard error is 0.02, the corresponding population averages are
signicantly dierent at 5% level. This agrees with the boxplots in Figure 2.3. The
standard errors like those in Tables 2.4 and 2.5 are computed assuming that the En
and Rn are uncorrelated. This is conrmed by the examination of the ACF plots,
and can be expected because prediction errors are close to the iid model errors.
Since we cannot present all 32 sets of boxplots and 32 sets of tables, we report
only the general conclusions:
1. Taking the autoregressive structure into account reduces prediction errors, but,
in some settings, this reduction is not be statistically signicant relative to
method MP, especially if k	k = 0:5. Generally if k	k = 0:8, using the autore-
gressive structure signicantly and visibly improves the predictions.
2. None of the Methods EX, EK, EKI uniformly dominates the other. In most
cases method EK is the best, or at least as good asi the others.
3. In some cases, method PF performs visibly worse than the other methods, but
always better than NP.
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4. Using the improved estimation described in Section 2.4 does not generally reduce
prediction errors.
We also applied all prediction methods to mean corrected precipitation data
studied in Besse et al. (2000). For this data set, the averages of the En and the Rn
are not signicantly dierent between the rst ve methods, method PF performs
signicantly worse than the others. We should point out that method PF depends
on the choice of the parameters  and k. It is possible that its performance can be
improved by better tuning these parameters. On the other hand, our simulations show
that method EK essentially reaches the limit of what is possible; it is comparable to
the theoretically perfect method EX.












Fig. 2.2: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations: "
(1),
kernel: sloping plane (t), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.
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Table 2.4: Averages of En and Rn and their standard errors; "
(1)(t), p = 3; jj	jj = 0:5.
En
MP NP EX EK EKI PF
Gaussian .41(.03) .47(.02) .38(.02) .37(.02) .37(.02) .37(.02)
Identity .39(.03) .49(.03) .35(.02) .35(.02) .34(.02) .37(.02)
Ct .44(.02) .57(.03) .42(.03) .42(.03) .42(.03) .44(.03)
Cs .39(.02) .48(.03) .37(.02) .36(.02) .36(.02) .36(.02)
Rn
MP NP EX EK EKI PF
Gaussian .35(.03) .38(.02) .31(.02) .31(.02) .31(.02) .31(.02)
Identity .32(.02) .41(.03) .29(.02) .29(.02) .29(.02) .30(.02)
Ct .38(.02) .48(.03) .36(.02) .36(.02) .36(.02) .37(.02)
Cs .33(.02) .40(.02) .30(.02) .30(.02) .30(.02) .30(.02)
Table 2.5: Averages of En and Rn and their standard errors; "
(1)(t), p = 3; jj	jj = 0:8.
En
MP NP EX EK EKI PF
Gaussian .46(.02) .52(.03) .40(.02) .40(.02) .40(.02) .55(.02)
Identity .40(.03) .48(.03) .36(.02) .36(.02) .36(.02) .36(.02)
Ct .46(.02) .50(.02) .37(.02) .36(.02) .37(.02) .42(.02)
Cs .49(.03) .48(.03) .38(.02) .36(.02) .36(.02) .36(.02)
Rn
MP NP EX EK EKI PF
Gaussian .39(.02) .43(.02) .33(.02) .33(.02) .33(.02) .48(.04)
Identity .33(.02) .39(.02) .30(.02) .30(.02) .30(.02) .30(.02)
Ct .39(.02) .41(.02) .30(.02) .30(.02) .31(.02) .36(.02)
Cs .43(.03) .39(.02) .32(.02) .30(.02) .30(.02) .30(.02)
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Fig. 2.3: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations: "
(1),
kernel: sloping plane (t), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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2.6 Limits of prediction quality
In this section we provide some discussion of the empirical ndings reported in
Section 2.5. Our simulation study shows that while taking into account the autore-
gressive structure of the observations does reduce prediction errors, the boxplots in
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 suggest that many prediction errors are comparable to those of
the trivial MP method. To analyze this observation further, we present in Figure 2.4
six consecutive trajectories of the FAR(1) process with Gaussian kernel, jj	jj = 0:5,
and Brownian bridge innovations together with EK predictions. Predictions obtained
with other methods look similar. We see that the predictions look much smoother
than the observations, and their range is much smaller. If the innovations "n are
smooth, like the "
(2)
n , the observations and their predictions are also smooth, but the
predicted curves have a visibly smaller range than the observations. This is further
illustrated in Figure 2.5 which shows centered precipitation curves studied by Besse
et al. (2000) together with their EK predictions. We estimate the mean function for
precipitation data rst, subtract from the curves, and then do the forecasting for the
centered data.
The smoothness of the predicted curves follows from representation (2.2.4), which
shows that each predictor is a linear combination of a few EFPC's, which are smooth
curves themselves. The smaller range of the the predictors is not peculiar to functional
data, but is enhanced in the functional setting. For a mean zero scalar AR(1) process
Xn =  Xn 1+ "n, we have Var(Xn) =  2Var(Xn 1)+Var("n), so the variance of the
predictor  ^Xn 1 is about   2 times smaller than the variance of Xn. In the functional
setting, the variance of X^n(t) is close to Var[
R
 (t; s)Xn(s)ds]. If the kernel  admits











If the function  1 is small for some values of t 2 [0; 1], it will automatically drive
down the predictions. If  2 is small for some s 2 [0; 1], it will reduce the integral
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0
 2(s)Xn 1(s). For the Gaussian kernel,  1 =  2 are small for arguments less
than 1/2, so the predictions are very small, as seen in Figure 2.4. The estimated
kernels do not, in general admit a factorization of this type, but are always weighted
sums of products of orthonormal functions (the EFPC's v^k). A conclusion of this
discussion is that the predicted curves will in general look smoother and \smaller"
than the data. This somewhat disappointing performance is however not due to poor
prediction methods, but to a natural limit of predictive power of the FAR(1) model;
the curves 	(Xn) share the general properties of the curves 	^(Xn), no matter how
	 is estimated.
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Fig. 2.4: Six consecutive trajectories of the FAR(1) process with Gaussian kernel,
jj	jj = 0:5, and Brownian bridge innovations. Dashed lines show EK predictions
with p = 3.













































Fig. 2.5: Six consecutive trajectories (1989{1994) of centered pacic precipitation
curves (solid) with their EK predictions (dashed).
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CHAPTER 3
FUNCTIONAL PREDICTION OF INTRADAY CUMULATIVE RETURNS1
3.1 Introduction
A well-known application of linear regression to nancial data is the celebrated
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), see e.g. Chapter 5 of Campbell et al. (1997)
or Chapter 16 of Ruppert (2011). In its simplest form, it is dened by the straight
line regression
(3.1.1) rn =  + rm;n + "n;
where
(3.1.2) rn = 100(lnPn   lnPn 1)  100Pn   Pn 1
Pn 1
is the return, in percent, over a unit of time on a specic asset, e.g. a stock, and
rm;n is the analogously dened return on a relevant market index. The unit of time
can be day, month or year. This simple model has been extended in many ways and
extensively investigated over the decades. It has been used to test various hypotheses
on the behavior of investors and markets. But the underlying idea is to assess how
strongly a return on an asset or a portfolio depends on a return on an index portfolio,
though the estimation of the so{called betas, i.e. the regression slope coecients.
In this paper, we focus on intraday price data, which have dierent properties
than daily or monthly closing prices, see Chapter 5 of Tsay (2005); Guillaume et al.
1COAUTHORED BY ZHANG, X. AND KOKOSZKA, P. STATISTICAL MODELLING,
12(4):377-398, 2012.
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(1997), Andersen and Bollerslev (1997a) and Andersen and Bollerslev (1997b). Before
we explain the objectives of our research, we introduce the following denition.
Definition 3.1.1 Suppose Pn(tj); n = 1; : : : ; N; j = 1; : : : ;m is the price of a nan-
cial asset at time tj on day n. The functions
rn(tj) = 100[lnPn(tj)  lnPn(t1)]; j = 2; : : : ;m; n = 1; : : : ; N;
are dened as the intraday cumulative returns.
The above denition implicitly assumes that tj+1 > tj.
Graphs of intraday cumulative returns are shown in Fig. 1.2. They should be
contrasted with high frequency returns dened as lnP (tj) lnP (tj 1) and displayed in
Fig. 1.3. To be more specic, we work with one minute averages, so tj+1  tj = 1min,
and P (tj) is the average of the maximum and minimum price within the jth minute.
The intraday cumulative returns have an obvious interpretation as curves de-
scribing the cumulative return during a given day. They are similar to the curves
of the price Pn(tj) for a trading day n which are routinely displayed on business
news and investment companies websites. The curves Pn(tj); j = 1; : : : ;m; with
Pn(t1) corresponding to the asset price in the rst and Pn(tm) to the price in the
last minute of trading day n, are followed throughout the day by both longer term
investors who seek to predict a closing price for the day, and by intraday investors
who wish to trade at the most opportune time of the day. In the recent economic
turmoil, on some days, intraday index price movements are followed even by non{
business news casts. The intraday cumulative return curves give more relevant in-
formation because they show how the return evolves during a trading day, but since
rn(tj)  100(Pn(tj)  Pn(t1))=P (t1), with Pn(t1) being a constant for a given day n,
both curves look very similar.
The previous paragraph emphasizes that a natural way to look at the values rn(tj)
is to treat them as continuous curves, one curve per day, and this is, in fact, how they
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are displayed at the relevant web sites, and how they are viewed by investors. For
every xed day, these curves exhibit a specic pattern, typically with some upward
or downward momentum, disturbed by some noise. It is therefore tempting to study
their statistical behavior using the framework of Functional Data Analysis (FDA),
which has grown over the last twenty years into an important and expanding branch
of statistics. At its core is the idea that curves should be treated as individual
and complete statistical objects, rather than as collections of individual observations.
Statistical tools of FDA typically rely on some form of smoothing to transform high
dimensional or incomplete data building up a curve into a smoother curve that can be
described by a smaller number of parameters. The tools of FDA are appropriate for
the intraday cumulative returns but not for high frequency returns like those shown
in Fig. 1.3; the latter are very noisy and any reasonable smoothing destroys the
information they contain (the smoothed curves are typically very close to a constant
zero curve). In the following sections of the paper, we describe the tools of FDA
we need, but obviously we cannot go into much detail in this short paper; Horvath
and Kokoszka (2012) and Hormann and Kokoszka (2012) contain the most relevant
broader background. We also recommend the comprehensive introductory works of
Ramsay and Silverman (2002), Ramsay and Silverman (2005) and Ramsay et al.
(2009), and more theoretical expositions by Bosq (2000), Ferraty and Vieu (2006),
Bosq and Blanke (2007) and Ferraty and Romain (2011).
The goal of this paper is to model the relationship between the intraday cumu-
lative return curves for a single asset and those for a market index, and to evaluate
their relevance by comparing their predictive power. The functional linear models we
consider can be viewed as expansions of the CAPM model (4.1.1). We study models
in which the linear relationship is quantied by means of a bivariate kernel  (; ),
with  (t; s) describing the impact of the value of rm;n(s) on rn(t). We also consider
a much simpler model with the kernel  (; ) replaced by a single coecient  . We
study models with and without intercept, and with independent and with correlated
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errors. We seek to answer several questions: Can a simpler model with a scalar coef-
cient give predictions as good as a model with a kernel coecient? Does including
an intercept improve predictions, or does this extra parameter actually make them
worse? Does modeling error correlation lead to improved predictions? As we will see
in the following, the intercept is very important. In the classical scalar CAPM, the
intercept is related to the risk free rate: if the risk free rate is zero, the intercept is
zero (at least theoretically). Since the intraday cumulative returns focus only on the
changes within a day (they exclude Pn(0) Pn 1(1)), the impact of the risk free rate
is not obvious. Error correlation is very common in regression for economic data, such
data actually motivated the introduction of linear regression models with correlated
errors by Cochrane and Orcutt (1949). One might therefore expect that taking into
account error correlation leads to more useful models also in the context of intraday
curves. Surprisingly, we found no evidence for it if the predictive power is used as a
criterion.
We conclude this introduction by noting that while modeling scalar returns
(4.1.2) have been the subject of research for over a hundred years, which lead to the
development of several areas of statistics and probability, almost nothing is known
about the statistical properties of the intraday cumulative returns, and no modeling
framework has been studied in any depth. This paper is an attempt to investigate
for the intraday returns curves a question which has been of central importance for
the scalar returns (4.1.2), namely the connection between single risky asset returns
and returns on a market portfolio. The modeling approach we adopt focuses on
the instantaneous dependence between the shapes of curves of two assets. It should
be contrasted with extensive research on temporal predictability of intraday returns
which has received a fair ammout of attention lately: Chordia et al. (2005) connect a
pattern of intraday dependence lasting less than one hour to order imbalances within
a trading day. Matas and Reboredo (2012) and Roboredo et al. (2012) study the
temporal predictability of intraday returns taken over intervals ranging from 5 min-
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utes to one hour and nd that relatively simple nonlinear models perform better than
linear models or more complex nonlinear models, especially if economic criteria are
used. Wang and Yang (2010) study temporal predictability of returns on such scales
based on energy market assets, and nd predictability only in \bubble" periods.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 3.2, we postulate several regression
models for intraday cumulative returns, while Sec. 3.3 focuses on their estimation.
Prediction of intraday cumulative return is addressed in Sec. 3.4. Sec. 4.4 compares
the predictions for selected US stocks. We conclude with Sec. 3.6 which summarizes
our ndings and states broad conclusions.
3.2 Regression models for intraday cumulative returns
We now describe the models we proposed. In our application, we work with stocks
traded at NYSE. In the formulas that follow, the trading period (9:30AM to 4:00PM
EST) is re-scaled onto the interval [0,1]. All integrals refer to integration over this
unit interval. To further ease the notation, in the following, we denote the regressors
rm;n(t) by Xn(t) and the responses rn(t) by Yn(t). Randomness is introduced to all
models via error functions "n(t), which are assumed to be identically distributed and
independent of the regressors Xn(t) (but not necessarily serially independent).
Simple Functional CAPM (SF). A simple functional CAPM is dened as
(3.2.1) Yn(t) =  +  Xn(t) + "n(t); t 2 [0; 1]:
A model without the intercept (  0), denoted SF*, is also considered.
Fully Functional CAPM (FF). This model is dened by the relation
(3.2.2) Yn(t) = (t) +
Z
 (t; s)Xn(s)ds+ "n(t); t 2 [0; 1]:
If   0, this model is denoted FF*.
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In the above models, the error functions "n() are assumed to be independent. If
the latter assumption is dropped, we arrive at the following models.
Simple Functional CAPM with dependent errors (SFDE). This model is
dened by (3.2.1), but the errors are assumed to follow a functional autoregressive




where the wn are iid mean zero random functions.
Fully Functional CAPMwith dependent errors (FFDE). This model is dened
by (4.1.3) with errors which follow the FAR(1) process.
As will be seen in the following, models without the intercept perform poorly, so
to conserve space, we do not consider models with dependent errors but without the
intercept.
To complete the description of these models, we must specify assumptions on the
distribution of error and regressor functions and on the parameters. All statements
listed below are veried in Horvath and Kokoszka (2012) (they are easy to verify). The
errors "n and the regressors Xn are assumed to be random elements of L
2 = L2([0; 1]),




x2(t)dt; hx; yi =
Z
x(t)y(t)dt; x; y 2 L2:
We assume that the Xn, just like the "n, are identically distributed, and that the
following moment conditions hold
EkXnk2 <1; Ek"nk2 <1; E"n(t) = 0:
Under these conditions, and the conditions on the parameters stated below, the re-
sponses Yn are also random elements of L
2 which satisfy EkYnk2 <1. In models SF
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and SF* the parameters  and  can be any real numbers. In models FF and FF*,
the regression kernel is assumed to satisfy
(3.2.4)
ZZ
 2(t; s)dtds <1:
The intercept function () is an element of L2. In models SFDE and FFDE, the
autoregressive kernel '(t; s) must satisfy
(3.2.5)
ZZ
'2(t; s)dtds < 1:
Condition (3.2.5) implies that the "n in (3.2.3) form a strictly stationary sequence of
functions in L2.
One could impose a more general dependence structure on the error functions,
like the approximability condition introduced by Hormann and Kokoszka (2010), but
for the purpose of prediction, we need an estimable structure. That is why we follow a
fairly standard practice, and restrict ourself to the FAR(1) model, which is relatively
easy to estimate.
The assumption of stationarity of the return curves is dicult to verify in a
fully satisfactory manner, as we are not aware of such tests in the functional setting.
Application of several standard univariate tests to the integrated curves
R
rn(t)dt
indicates that these integrals form a stationary time series for the data we use.
3.3 Estimation of the regression models
In this section, we explain how the parameters in the models of Section 3.2 are
estimated. Even though the derivation of the estimators is not dicult, we present it
in some detail because the framework and tools of FDA may be unfamiliar to some
readers, and the closed form formulas we display may be useful in other applications.
All calculations have been performed in the R package fda, see Ramsay et al.
(2009) for a solid introduction to main computational techniques and packages used
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in FDA. The rst step is to convert the cumulative returns in one minute resolution
to functional objects. This is done by expanding the vectors containing the 390 daily
values with respect to an orthonormal basis. We used the Fourier basis with 99 ba-
sis functions. In this rst step, the return curves are replaced by slightly smoother
curves constructed using the rst 99 Fourier coecients. (This step is needed only
to create functional objects so that further calculations are possible. The results are
the same if B-splines are used.) These coecients are stored and used for all further
computations. In particular, they allow us to compute the empirical functional prin-
cipal components (EFPC's) of the data. For example, using the regressor functions
X1; X2; : : : ; XN (represented through their Fourier coecients), we can calculate, for
any p  1, orthonormal functions v^1; : : : ; v^p such that the Xk can be optimally repre-
sented as Xk   X 
Pp
i=1 hXk   X ; v^ii v^i; (X = EXk), or more explicitly as






The optimality and the meaning of the approximation are discussed in Ramsay and
Silverman (2005) or Horvath and Kokoszka (2012). The EFPC's v^i are also known
as the \optimal empirical orthonormal basis" or \natural orthonormal components".
The coecients ^ik are called the (empirical) scores. The idea behind expansion
(3.3.1) is that the data can be represented using only a few optimal basis functions,
p is typically a single digit number. There are several methods of determining the
optimal p. A popular one uses that fact that
PN
i=1 ^i, where ^i is the eigenvalue
associated with v^i, is equal to the sample variance of the Xk. A recommendation that
is often given is to use p such that
Pp
i=1 ^i is equal to between 85 to 90 percent of the
total variance
PN
i=1 ^i. We will work with an analogous expansion for the responses
Yk:





(Yk(t)  Y (t)) u^j(t)dt:
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We will use the usual sample means









and the centered cumulative returns
(3.3.4) Y cn (t) = Yn(t)  YN(t); Xcn(t) = Xn(t)  XN(t):
In the remainder of this section, we derive the parameter estimators in each
model. To facilitate the exposition, we progress from the simplest to the most complex
models.
SF* (SFCAPM   0). This model is Yn(t) =  Xn(t) + "n(t). The optimal  
minimizes the expected integrated square error




EjjYn    Xnjj2 = EjjYnjj2   2 E hYn; Xni+  2EjjXnjj2:
Dierentiating with respect to  , we obtain  = E hYn; Xni=EjjXnjj2: Thus, the
method of moments estimator is





SF (SFCAPM  6= 0). Taking expectation of both sides in (3.2.1), we get EYn(t) =
 +  EXn(t); i.e.  = Y (t)   X(t): Inserting into (3.2.1), we get
(3.3.6) Yn(t)  Y (t) =  (Xn(t)  X(t)) + "n(t):
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Using the centered returns (3.3.4), we can rewrite (3.3.6) as





where the errors " contain the errors in the mean estimation. By analogy to (3.3.5),
the estimator of  is
(3.3.8)  ^ =
PN
n=1 hY cn (t); Xcn(t)iPN
n=1 jjXcn(t)jj2
:
The estimator of  in model SF is
(3.3.9) ^ = YN(t)   ^ XN(t):
FF* (FCAPM   0). This model is
(3.3.10) Yn(t) =
Z
 (t; s)Xn(s)ds+ "n(t):
The estimation of the kernel  (; ) based on the EFPC's is discussed in Horvath and
Kokoszka (2012). It can be shown that the method of moments estimator based on
the minimization of an appropriate Hilbert{Schmidt norm is given by












hXi; v^`i hYi; u^ki :
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FF (FCAPM  6= 0). Taking the expectations in (4.1.3), we obtain
(3.3.13) Yn(t)  Y (t) =
Z
 (t; s)(Xn(s)  X(s))ds+ "n(t);
(t) = Y (t) 
Z
 (t; s)X(s)ds:
Recall the denition of the centered observations Y cn and X
c
n given in (3.3.4) and
denote by u^ck and v^
c
` their EFPC's. Following the argument for the model without
the intercept, an estimator for  (t; s) is


















hXci ; v^c`i hY ci ; u^cki ;
and where ^c` is the eigenvalue corresponding to v^
c
` . The estimator of (t) is
(3.3.16) ^(t) = YN(t) 
Z
 ^(t; s) XN(s)ds:
SFDE and FFDE. Recall that these models are dened, respectively, by equations
(3.2.1) and (4.1.3) in which the errors "n satisfy autoregression (3.2.3). The param-
eters are  ,  and the autoregressive kernel '(; ). The idea of estimation in these
models is as follows. In the rst step, we ignore the dependence of the "n and esti-
mate  and , respectively, by (3.3.8) and (3.3.9) for model SF, and by (3.3.14) and
(3.3.16) for model FF. We use these estimates to construct residuals "^n. Assuming
that these residuals (rather than the unobservable errors "n) follow autoregression
(3.2.3), we estimate the kernel '(; ).
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Scalar linear regression with dependent errors has been extensively studied begin-
ning with the pioneering work of Cochrane and Orcutt (1949), and many estimation
methods have been proposed, see Durbin (1960) and Rao and Griliches (1969). We
extend to the functional setting the original method of Cochrane and Orcutt (1949),
which has been found to be competitive in the scalar case. We now explain the above
steps via corresponding formulas for model FFDE, the formulas for model SFDE
are analogous, and simpler.
The residuals are
"^n(t) = Yn(t)  ^(t) 
Z
 ^(t; s)Xn(s)ds
= Y cn (t) 
Z
 ^(t; s)Xcn(s)ds:
To estimate the autoregressive kernel '(; ) in (3.2.3) (but with the "n replaced by the
"^n), we use the method proposed by Bosq (2000), which was shown by Didericksen et
al. (2012) to produce the best predictions of "n based on "n 1; "n 2; : : :. Denote by
m^k; k = 1; 2; : : : ; p; the EFPC's of "^1; "^2; : : : ; "^N . The estimator of '(; ) is given by
a formula similar to (A.2.5), namely





(3.3.18) '^k` = ^
 1




and where ^` is the eigenvalue corresponding to m^`.
3.4 Prediction of intraday return curves
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The prediction function for models SF* and SF is
(3.4.1) Y^n(t) = ^+  ^Xn(t);
with ^  0 for model SF*. In model SF, by inserting the estimator of , i.e. (3.3.9),
into prediction function (3.4.1), we get a more explicit formula





The general prediction function for models FF* and FF is
(3.4.3) Y^n(t) = ^(t) +
Z
 ^(t; s)Xn(s)ds;
where ^(t)  0 in model FF*. In model FF, by inserting the estimator of (t), i.e.
(3.3.16), into the prediction function, we get







The remainder of this section is devoted to prediction using the models with
dependent errors. To understand the idea, it is useful to focus rst on a simple scalar
model
Yn =  Xn + "n; "n = '"n 1 + wn:
All quantities in the above equation, including Yn; Xn; "n; wn are scalars. Consider
the random variables
~Yn = Yn   'Yn 1; ~Xn = Xn   'Xn 1
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and observe that
 ~Xn =  (Xn   'Xn 1)
=  Xn   ' Xn 1(3.4.5)
= Yn   "n   ' [Yn 1   "n 1]
= Yn   ['"n 1 + wn]  'Yn 1 + '"n 1(3.4.6)
= [Yn   'Yn 1]  wn = ~Yn   wn
The above calculation, proposed by Cochrane and Orcutt (1949), shows that the
transformed variables satisfy the regression ~Yn =  ~Xn + wn, in which the errors wn
are independent. The estimate of  in this new regression will therefore be unbiased.
The key to obtaining this regression, is the cancelation of the terms '"n 1 in (3.4.6).
It is achieved by changing the order of  and ' in (3.4.5). This operation is not
possible in model FFDE because kernel operators do not commute. It is however
possible in model SFDE, as we now describe.
Recall the SFDE model equation
Yn(t)  Y (t) =  (Xn(t)  X(t)) + "n(t)
together with (3.2.3). Introduce the transformed functions
~Xn(t) = (Xn(t)  X(t)) 
Z
'(t; s) (Xn 1(t)  X(t)) ;
~Yn(t) = (Yn(t)  Y (t)) 
Z
'(t; s) (Yn 1(t)  Y (t))
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and observe that
 ~Xn(t) =  (Xn(t)  X(t))
 
Z
'(t; s) (Xn 1(s)  X(s)) ds
= (Yn(t)  Y (t))  "n(t)
 
Z
'(t; s) f[Yn 1(s)  Y (s)]  "n 1(s)g ds









We have veried that the transformed functions satisfy the regression
~Yn(t) =  ~Xn(t) + wn(t)
with independent error functions wn(t). The transformed functions are unobservable,











The above calculation shows that the pairs (X?n; Y
?
n ) approximately follow model SF*.




n , we have however neglected the eect of
mean estimation, and since, as we will have seen, models with intercept lead to better
predictions, we postulate that the pairs (X?n; Y
?
n ) follow model SF. This leads to the
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prediction function
(3.4.7) Y^ ?n (t) = 
^ +  ^X?n(t)
with  ^ and ^ and given, respectively, by (3.3.8)and (3.3.9), but with (Xn; Yn)
replaced by (X?n; Y
?
n ). Then the prediction function for SFDE model is derived
recursively as




'^(t; s)Y cn 1(s)ds; n  2:
3.5 Application to US stocks
In this section, we apply functional prediction to cumulative intraday returns on
stocks of 10 large US corporations representing ve sectors. Details are presented in
Table 4.1. Market returns are represented by the Standard & Poor's 100 index which
contains the largest US corporations. We evaluate the quality of prediction by the
integrated mean squared error dened as





Our goal is to answer the questions raised in the Introduction, and to identify any
additional patterns.
Using the integrated mean squared error (5.1) is motivated by the theory of
Section 3 which ts the models by minimizing the integrated expected squared error.
In the context of scalar point forecasts, Gneiting (2011) argues that their evaluation
should be based on the measures used to derive them. No similar arguments are
available for functional valued predictions, especially for nontemporal ones, but we
believe that the measure (5.1) is natural and useful. We note that if one moves
to interval and density forecasts, one nds more sophisticated approaches to the
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evaluation of predictive power, see e.g. Clements and Taylor (2003) and Hong et al.
(2007).
Before reporting the results of the whole empirical study, we note that the pre-
diction methods have been derived under the assumptions of stationarity of the cu-
mulative intraday returns and the niteness of their second moments, cf. Sec. 2. If
these assumptions are violated in a major way, none of the methods will perform well.
In particular, our methods are sensitive to large outliers and to regime changes. This
is also true for the classical CAPM, and is dicult to remedy. In the analysis that
follows, we consider thousand day long periods (possibly dierent for dierent stocks).
All these periods are contained in the interval from 01/03/2000 to 02/22/2006. For
some stocks, the one thousand long period contains a gap. We separate the periods
of 1000 days into 10 consecutive 100-day periods, that do not contain visible regime
switches or outliers. We report the MSEP for each 100 day long period separately.
We obtain an overall measure of performance by reporting the averages of these 10
numbers. The fact that dierent periods are used for dierent stocks, does not im-
pact our conclusions because we compare models for many data sets, not the data
sets themselves.
We rst consider in-sample prediction. Fig. 3.2 shows the average MSEP's for
the 10 periods for the stocks representing the energy and information technology
sectors. The pattern for the remaining six stock is similar, and is not shown to
conserve space. Fig. 3.1 shows the grand average of the 10 averages for all 10 stock.
Figures 3.2 and 3.1 focus on the methods that use the assumption of independent
regression errors. It is immediately seen that models without an intercept perform
much worse, and that model SF, despite its simplicity, produces forecasts as good as
the more complex model FF. We therefore compare model SFDE only to model SF,
to better see potential small dierences. Fig. 3.3 illustrates a general nding that for
some stocks and some periods model SFDE can be slightly better, but can sometimes
give predictions with a larger MSEP. This is conrmed by the examination of Fig. 3.4
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which compares the grand averages for all ten stocks.
We now turn to out-of-sample predictions. Each model is estimated on a 100 day
period, and used to predict cumulative intraday returns in the next 100 day period.
This leads to nine MSEP's for each stock and each method. Again, to conserve space,
we show these MSEP's only for the same four stocks as in Fig. 3.2, see Fig. 3.5. Figures
3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 are analogous to Figures 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4.
3.6 Summary and conclusions
The goal of this paper was to propose several functional regression models that
might be useful for predicting cumulative intraday returns on individual stock from
those on a market index, to compare their predictive power, and to arrive at practical
recommendations. The conclusions are fairy clear from the empirical study described
in Sec. 4.4. We can summarize them as follows:
1. Models with intercept, i.e. SF and FF, make better prediction than models
without intercept i.e. SF* and FF*. The latter should not be used.
2. Modeling error dependence with a functional AR(1) model does not improve
MSEPs.
3. The two models with intercept, i.e. SF and FF, do NOT dominate each other.
They have almost the same MSEPs.
4. Out-of-sample predictions are not as good as the in-sample predictions, but the
ranking of the models remains the same. There is a hint that in the out-of
sample prediction model FF might be slightly better than than model SF, but
the possible improvement is not worth the increased model complexity.
The most practical conclusion of the research reported in this paper is to recom-
mend model SF if minimizing the MSEP is the only concern. This model is intuitive,
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Table 3.1: Description of 10 stocks representing ve sectors.
Sector Stocks Full Name 1000 days period
Energy





MSFT Microsoft Corporation 05/25/2000-05/19/2004
IBM IBM Corporation 01/03/2000-12/24/2003
Financial
CITI Citi Bank 10/17/2000-03/07/2005
BOA Bank of America Corporation 03/13/2001-12/19/2005
Consumer Staples
KO Coca-Cola 05/25/2000-05/19/2004
WMT Wal-Mart Stores 05/25/2000-05/19/2004
Consumer Discretionary
MCD McDonald's Corporation 10/17/2000-03/07/2005
DIS The Walt Disney Corporation 05/25/2000-05/19/2004
cf. (3.2.1), its estimation is straightforward, cf. (3.3.8) and (3.3.9), and the prediction
equation is very simple, cf. (3.4.2).
It is somewhat surprising that taking the correlation of the residuals into ac-
count does not improve the predictions. We applied the test proposed by Gabrys
and Kokoszka (2007) to check if the residual curves can be assumed to form an iid
functional sequence. We applied it to the residual curves of the SF model which we
recommend. The test yielded the rejection of the null hypothesis that these curves are
iid elements of L2. The rejection was at the 5% level in all cases, and at the 1% level
in most cases. This rejection may be due either to the violation of the assumption of














Fig. 3.1: Comparison of independent error models on 10 stocks based on the whole
1,000 days. The y-axis is the average MSEP over ten 100-day periods.
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Fig. 3.2: MSEP's for four independent error models. The y-axis represents the MSEP,
the x-axis represents the 10 periods.
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Fig. 3.4: Comparison of MSEP's for models SF and SFDE models for 10 Stocks. The
y-axis is the average MSEP over ten 100-day periods.
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Fig. 3.5: Out-of-sample MSEP's for four independent error models and four selected














Fig. 3.6: Comparison of out-of-sample MSEP's for the independent error models for
10 stocks and nine periods. The y-axis is the average MSEP over nine 100-day periods.
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Fig. 3.7: Comparison of out-of-sample MSEP's for models SF and SFDE XOM and











Fig. 3.8: Comparison of out-of-sample MSEP's for models SF and SFDE for 10 Stocks
and nine periods. The y-axis is the average MSEP over ten 100-day periods.
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CHAPTER 4
FUNCTIONAL MULTIFACTOR REGRESSION FOR INTRADAY PRICE
CURVES1
4.1 Introduction
In its simplest form, the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) is dened by the
straight line regression
(4.1.1) rn =  + rm;n + "n;
where
(4.1.2) rn = 100(lnPn   lnPn 1)  100Pn   Pn 1
Pn 1
is the excess return, in percent, over a unit of time, and rm;n is the analogously dened
return on a relevant market index. The unit of time can be day, month or year, with
the classical theory initiated by Markowitz (1959), Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965) and
Black (1972) pertaining to a static model for annual returns.
The one{factor model (4.1.1) has been extended in many direction and exten-
sively evaluated, see Campbell et al. (1997). Recent contributions include Adesi et
al. (2004), Almeida and Garcia (2012) and Rangel and Engle (2012), among many
others. There has however been little research on the extension of the fundamental
ideas of the theory of nance contained in the CAPM to high{frequency intraday
data. Such data have been an important focus of research in nance, econometrics
and statistics for over two decades. The literature is enormous; an introduction is
given in Chapters 5 and 6 of Tsay (2005), and to list a few inuential publications,
1COAUTHORED BY ZHANG, X., KOKOSZKA, P., AND MIAO, H.
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which contain literature overview, we cite Engle and Russel (2004), Barndor-Nielsen
and Shephard (2004), Hayashi and Yoshida (2005), Wang and Zou (2010), and An-
dersen et al. (2012). Two important directions can be distinguished: 1) time series
properties at a tick by tick or a xed high frequency, 2) inference based on diusion
processes. The distinction is not sharp. The focus of the statistical analysis has been
on building of time series models at ne resolution, possibly at non-evenly spaced
times, or on estimating quantities, like noise covariances, implied by the continuous
time nancial theory.
In this paper, we take a dierent perspective on intraday price data. We study
daily curves of intraday cumulative returns (CIDR's) dened as follows.
Definition 4.1.1 Suppose Pn(tj); n = 1; : : : ; N; j = 1; : : : ;m is the price of a nan-
cial asset at time tj on day n. The functions
Rn(tj) = 100[lnPn(tj)  lnPn(t1)]; j = 1; 2; : : : ;m; n = 1; : : : ; N;
are called the cumulative intraday returns (CIDR's).
We work with one minute averages, so tj+1   tj = 1 min, and P (tj) is the average of
the maximum and minimum price within the jth minute.
The CIDR's were introduced by Gabrys et al. (2010) as a way of transforming
the price curves to stationarity, see Figure 4.1. The shape of intraday price curves
inuences decisions of investors as it hints at a possible price development within a
trading day. Since rn(tj)  100(Pn(tj)  Pn(t1))=P (t1), with Pn(t1) being a constant
for a given day n, the price and the CIDR curves look very similar. The CIDR curves
can however be assumed to form a stationary functional time series. They are not di-
rectly comparable to returns based on daily closing prices because they do not contain
the overnight price change. Graphs of intraday cumulative returns shown in Fig. 4.1.
should be contrasted with high frequency returns dened as lnP (tj)  lnP (tj 1). The
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latter are noisy and do not show how the return accumulates throughout a day; they
are used for dierent purposes, chiey to estimate intraday volatility.
Fig. 4.1: Top panel: Exxon{Mobil price curves on ve consecutive days. Bottom
panel: cumulative intraday returns on the same days.
We propose and study a factor model for the CIDR's. The central question
we seek to answer is whether additional factors beyond CIDR's on a market index
are statistically signicant and whether they lead to improved predictions. These
issues are approached from a statistical angle. The CIDR's, which are functions (or
curves), have not been studied in economic literature, and no economic theory in the
vein of Merton (1973) or Ross (1976) is available. Instead, we develop a statistical
methodology in the framework of Functional Data Analysis (FDA).
A natural way to look at the values rn(tj) is to treat them as continuous curves,
one curve per day. For every xed day, these curves exhibit a specic pattern, typically
with some upward or downward trend, which may reverse during a trading day. It is
therefore natural to study the statistical behavior of the CIDR's within the framework
of FDA, which has grown over the last twenty years into an important and expanding
branch of statistics. At its core is the idea that curves should be treated as individual
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and complete statistical objects, rather than as collections of individual observations.
Statistical tools of FDA typically rely on some form of smoothing to transform high
dimensional or incomplete data building up a curve into a smoother curve that can
be described by a smaller number of parameters. In the following sections of the
paper, we describe only the tools of FDA we need; Horvath and Kokoszka (2012) and
Hormann and Kokoszka (2012) contain the relevant broader background on functional
time series. Ramsay and Silverman (2005) provide a comprehensive introduction to
the ideas of FDA, Ramsay et al. (2009) focus on computational issues, while Bosq
(2000) is an in-depth theoretical study of functional data exhibiting linear temporal
dependence. Applications of the tools of FDA to econometrics are not common; two
important papers are Kargin and Onatski (2008) and Muller et al. (2011).
An extension of the CAPM (4.1.1) to CIDR's can be dened by the functional
regression
(4.1.3) Rn(t) = 0(t) + 1Mn(t) + "n(t):
As a by-product of our research, we develop tools for the estimation of the function
0() and the scalar 1. We focus however on the estimation and testing in a more
general factor model. In particular, the statistical framework we develop allows us to
test if additional factors beyond market CIDR's, Mn(), are signicant. The factors
can be scalars or functions. For example, would the predictions be better if (4.1.3)
were replaced by
(4.1.4) Rn(t) = 0(t) + 1Mn(t) + 2Sn + 3Hn + "n(t);
where Sn and Hn are the Fama-French factors? For a stock of an energy company or
an airline, it is natural to consider the model
(4.1.5) Rn(t) = 0(t) + 1Mn(t) + 2Cn(t) + "n(t);
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where Cn(t) are the CIDR's on oil futures. Is the coecient 2 signicant for such
companies? Is it signicant for companies in the IT sector? The intuition we have
regarding such questions is based on daily or lower frequency returns, see e.g. Jones
and Kaul (1996), Park and Ratti (2008) and Narayan and Sharma (2011). Regression
(4.1.5) quanties the dependence between \standardized" price curves, essentially the
dependence between their shapes. To obtain such insights, we develop an asymptotic
theory for the estimation of the parameters in models like (4.1.4) and (4.1.5) which
allows us to develop tests for the signicance of specic regression coecients, like 2
in (4.1.5).
While high-frequency data have received enormous attention in the last twenty
years, questions outlined above have not been studied. They dier from the usual
questions focusing on short term intraday positions in that they pertain to the shapes
of the whole intraday curves. Our interest is in the dependence of the shape of the
whole daily curve on the shape of other functional factors or the values of scalar
factors.
Before concluding this introduction, we would like to direct the attention of the
reader to a dierent class of functional factor models recently proposed by Hays et al.





In contrast to (4.1.4) or (4.1.5), the factors Fk do not depend on n and are orthonormal
functions to be estimated. The dynamics are in the coecients nk which are assumed
to follow Gaussian autoregressive processes (the "n are also Gaussian). Model (4.1.6)
could be termed a statistical factor model. It is designed for temporal forecasting,
while our model is designed for regression type prediction in which the correlation
structure of factors plays a major role.
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The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 4.2, we propose an estimation proce-
dure for our model and show that the estimators are consistent and asymptotically
normal under general conditions which admit temporal dependence. Section 4.3 out-
lines how the theory presented in Section 4.2 can be used to evaluate the signicance
of the factors. This methodology is applied to U.S. Stocks in Section 4.4. The con-
tribution of the paper and main conclusions are summarized in Section 4.5, while the
proofs of the results of Section 4.2 are presented in Section 4.6.
4.2 The functional factor model and its estimation
It is convenient to write the model considered in this paper as




The parameters of the model are the mean function 0() and the vector of the
coecients:
 = [1; : : : ; p]
T :
In (4.2.1), all factors are nominally functional, but scalar factors are allowed, by
treating scalars as constant functions. In our asymptotic setting, the interval on
which all functions are dened is normalized to be the unit interval [0; 1], so in various
integrals appearing below, constant functions behave exactly as the constants they
represent.
Before describing the estimation in model (4.2.1), we introduce briey the requi-
site functional setting. We provide only the minimal required background; a reader in-
terested in a broader perspective is referred to Bosq (2000) and Horvath and Kokoszka
(2012). All functions are assumed to be random elements of the Hilbert space L2 of





When no limits of integration are indicated, the integral is over the whole interval
[0; 1]. Every element of L2 is square integrable in a sense that jjf jj2 = R jf(t)j2dt <1.
However, when X is a random function taking values in L2, its square integrability
























n(t) = "n(t)  "(t):




















R(t) = ERn(t); j(t) = EFnj(t);
the mean function is estimated by





with appropriate estimators ^j. These can be derived using the method of of moments


















































The vector (m) minimizing S() thus satises
Rc = Fc























; j = 1; 2; : : : ; p
T
(p 1):
The method of moments estimator of  thus is































The remainder of this section is devoted to the consistency and the asymptotic
normality of estimators (4.2.4) and (4.2.3). Our rst assumption ensures the existence
of moments required to justify the derivation above.
Assumption 4.2.1 The factors Fnj and the errors "n are square integrable random
elements of the space L2, i.e. E jjFnjjj2 < 1; E jj"njj2 < 1: Moreover, the errors
have mean zero: E"n = 0.
Classical multifactor models going back to the 1970's are essentially one period
models, see e.g. Chapter 6 of Campbell et al. (1997), with the period being typically
one year. In applications for which model 4.2.1 was designed, for each j, Fnj is a
sequence of functions, one function per day. These are thus dynamic factors, and their
temporal dependence cannot be ignored. Very little is known about the structure of
this dependence, so an inclusive and general form of dependence must be postulated.
The above discussion motivates our next assumption.
Assumption 4.2.2 Suppose sequences fng and fng are independent, and each con-
sists of iid random variables taking values in measurable spaces S and S, respectively.
Assume there are measurable functions fj and e dened on the appropriate product
spaces, such that
Fnj = fj(n; n 1; : : :); "n = e(n; n 1; : : : ):
Assumption 4.2.2 implies that the factors and the errors are stationary and ergodic
random sequences taking values in L2. Ergodicity follows from the general results
which states that Bernoulli shifts, i.e. nonlinear moving averages of the form dened
above, are ergodic, see e.g. Theorem 36.4 of Billingsley (1995). Ergodicity implies
that sample averages of integrable functionals of the sequences Fnj and "j converge a.s.
to their expectations. This is needed to establish the consistency of the estimators.
Assumptions similar to 4.2.2 have been used extensively in recent theoretical work,
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as all stationary time series models in practical use can be represented as Bernoulli
shifts, see Wu (2005), Shao and Wu (2007), Aue et al. (2009), Hormann and Kokoszka
(2010), among many other contributions. It must be emphasized that they have been
used in econometric research even earlier, and the work of Potscher and Prucha (1997)
contributed to their popularity.
To formulate our consistency result, we introduce the matrix
(4.2.7) F = [E hFnj   j; Fnk   ki ; j; k = 1; 2; : : : ; p] (p p):
Theorem 4.2.1 Suppose Assumptions 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 hold and the matrix F dened








Theorem 4.2.1 is proven in Section 4.6.
To establish the asymptotic normality, we must impose stronger moment and
weak dependence conditions. The conditions we have chosen are justied by their
generality and the fact that they have been shown to hold for all known models for
temporally dependent functions, see Hormann and Kokoszka (2010, 2012), or Chapter
16 of Horvath and Kokoszka (2012). Suppose H is a separable Hilbert space. Let




Definition 4.2.1 A sequence fXng 2 LpH is called Lp{m{approximable if each Xn
admits the representation
(4.2.9) Xn = f(un; un 1; : : :);
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where the ui are iid elements taking values in a measurable space S, and f is a
measurable function f : S1 ! H. Moreover we assume that if fu0ig is an independent
copy of fuig dened on the same probability space, then letting














The gist of Denition 4.2.1 is that the dependence of f in (4.2.9) on the inno-
vations far in the past decays so fast that these innovations can be replaced by their
independent copies. Such a replacement is asymptotically negligible in the sense
quantied by (4.2.11).
Theorem 4.2.2 Suppose Assumptions 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 hold, the sequences f"ng and






^0()  0() ; ^   

d!  Z() + fT ()F 1W ;F 1W ;
where the random elements Z and W are independent and jointly normal. The co-








(4.2.14) n = [h"n; Fn1   1i ; : : : ; h"n; Fnp   pi]T :
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The covariance function of Z is specied in Theorem 4.6.2. The Rp{valued function
f() is dened by
(4.2.15) f(t) = [EFn1(t); EFn2(t); : : : ; EFnp(t)]
T :
Theorem 4.2.2 is proven in Section 4.6, which also contains the details of the
asymptotic distribution of the sample mean function ^0(). For the purpose of testing
the signicance of the components of  it is enough to know the asymptotic covariance
matrix of ^, which is given by (4.2.13). Finite sample implementation is discussed in
Section 4.3.
4.3 Prediction and testing
A simple way of evaluating if additional regressors contribute to the explanatory
power of a regression model is to see if they reduce the mean squared error of pre-
diction. The functional regression model (4.2.1) leads to the following equation for
predicting an asset's CIDR curve from the factors




The quality of prediction can be evaluated by the integrated mean squared error
dened as





Dierent measures could be used, but the estimators in Section 4.2 were dened with
the goal of minimizing the MSEP; Gneiting (2011) emphasizes that using dierent
measures to derive and evaluate predictions can lead to spurious ndings.
In Section 4.4, we study models similar to (4.1.4) and (4.1.5). All of them have
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the CIDR on a market index, the curves Mn, as the rst factor. The question we
want to answer is whether adding additional factors makes the MSEP's smaller. We
calculated relative predictive eciency gains (in percent) dened as







where MSEPM is the MSEP computing using only Mn, and MSEPF is the MSEP
computed using all factors in the model. Positive values of E indicate that the
additional factors reduce the MSEP.
While the values of E give an initial idea about the importance of additional fac-
tors, and can be computed without resorting to any asymptotic theory, they do not
allow us to attach statistical signicance to the conclusions. This can be done using
Theorem 4.2.2. To test the null hypothesis j = 0, we construct a 95% condence
interval for j. If this interval contains zero, we cannot reject the null hypothesis.
We rst describe the construction of the asymptotic condence intervals. Next, we
describe the well{known subsampling condence intervals which can be used for an
additional validation of the conclusions. Subsampling condence intervals have, how-
ever, not been used in the dynamic functional regression context, so there is some
uncertainty regarding their behavior. These issues will be elaborated on in the fol-
lowing.
Asymptotic condence interval. According to Theorem 4.2.2, ^ is asymptot-
ically distributed as a normal vector with the mean  and the covariance matrix
N 1F 1 F 1. The matrix F is estimated by F^ given by (4.2.5). The estimation
of   given by (4.2.13) is more complex. The random vectors n in (4.2.14) are not
observable. They must be replaced by ^n dened analogously, but with j replaced
by Fj and "n by "^n dened by





The matrix   is estimated as the long run covariance matrix of the sequence ^n. We
used an R function lrvar with default kernel and bandwidth values. Denote this
estimate by  ^. The variance of ^j is the jth diagonal element of N
 1F^ 1 ^F^ 1. The
condence interval for j is constructed using standard normal quantiles.
Subsampling condence interval. Subsampling, see Politis et al. (1999), is of-
ten used to construct condence intervals based on time series data if the rate of
convergence is known, but the asymptotic distribution is dicult to estimate. This
method requires the selection of the subsample size, b, a tuning parameter similar to
the bandwidth in the estimation of the long run variance. We focus directly on the
construction of a condence interval rather than subsampling variance estimation to
provide a method that diers substantially from the asymptotic approach and can
provide an alternative means of assessing the signicance of the regression coecients.
To construct a 95% equal{tailed subsampling condence interval for j, we pro-
ceed as follows. Denote by ^j(b; n) the estimator computed from the subsample
Xn; Xn+1; : : : ; Xn+b 1; 1  n  N   b+ 1:
There are thus N   b + 1 estimators ^j(b; n). We arrange them from the smallest
to the largest. The desired condence interval lies between the 2.5th and the 97.5th
percentile of the empirical distribution of the ^j(b; n). To construct subsampling
condence intervals, a rule of thumb is to use relatively small b, about 5% of the
sample size. For smaller sample size, a larger percentage should be used to ensure
that the distribution of the estimators computed from the subsamples is close to the
limiting distribution. In Section 4.4, we work with N = 500 and use b = 40.
4.4 Application to U.S. stocks
We now apply the methodology developed in the previous sections to a selection
of U.S. stocks. Our objective in this section is not to present a comprehensive anal-
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Table 4.1: Sectors and stocks used in this study.
Sector Symbol Full Name
Energy
XOM Exxon Mobil Corporation
CVX Chevron Corporation
COP ConocoPhillips
Information MSFT Microsoft Corporation




BOA Bank of America Corporation




PG Procter Gamble Co.
Consumer MCD McDonald's Corporation




JBLU JetBlue Airways Corporation
UPS United Parcel Service, Inc.
ysis of all reasonable functional dynamic factor models on a very broad collection of
stocks. We merely aim at obtaining useful insights, both regarding the nite sample
performance of the tests and the conclusions they lead to for a representative port-
folio of stocks. Table 4.1 lists the stocks we used. We selected two periods of time,
from 09/03/2002 to 08/26/2004 and from 04/07/2005 to 04/02/2007. Each period
contains 500 trading days. We removed a few outliers due to splits and data errors.
In addition to models (4.1.4) and (4.1.5), we consider the model
(4.4.1) Rn(t) = 0(t) + 1Mn(t) + 2Ln 1 + "n(t);
where Ln 1 is a scalar factor equal to the previous day's return on the asset or the
index
To facilitate the presentation, we introduce the following notation:
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PA model (4.4.1) with Ln 1 representing the asset return;
PI model (4.4.1) with Ln 1 representing the index return;
FF the Fama{French model (4.1.4);
OF model (4.1.5) with oil futures as the extra factor.
Market CIDR's, Mn(t), are represented by the Standard & Poor's 100 index.
In the Fama{French model, see Fama and French (1995) or Section 17.4 of Ruppert
(2011), Sn stands for the \small minus large" factor and Hn for the \high minus low"
factor. The factor Sn is the the dierence in returns on a portfolio of small stocks and
a portfolio of large stocks; Hn is is the dierence in returns on a portfolio of high book-
to-market value (BE/ME) stocks and a portfolio of low BE/ME stocks. The oil futures
functional factor Cn() in model OF is constructed using tick by tick futures prices
for light sweet crude obtained from TickData. The Chicago Mercantile Exchange
provides both open outcry (pit) and electronic (Globex) trading in oil futures, and
we used both series to construct daily time series in one minute resolution.
As explained in Section 4.3, the initial step of our analysis was to compute
the relative predictive eciency gains E dened by (4.3.2). It turns out that for
models PA, PI and FF, they are practically nonexistent. The values are of the order
10E-4, and can be positive and negative. This strongly suggests that the additional
scalar factors in these models have no additional explanatory power. The situation is
dierent for the OF model. CIDR's on oil futures lead to values of E approaching 40
for oil companies and to single digit gains for many other companies. This leads us
to conjecture that the intraday oil futures will be a signicant factor, but to verify it
a rigorous statistical analysis based on the condence intervals is needed. The signs
of the estimates of 2 will also allow us to see the direction of the impact, if it is
signicant. The coecients of the market factor are always positive and signicant.
Condence intervals for the stocks in the energy sector are displayed in Table 4.2.
As indicated by the analysis of the MSEP's, the additional scalar factors in models
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Table 4.2: Asymptotic (parenthesis) and Subsampling [square brackets] 95% con-
dence intervals for the regression coecients of the extra factors of the energy sector
stocks. The extension 1 or 2 following the ticker symbol refers to the rst and second
500 day long period. The arguments (1) and (2) in the FF model indicate the two
Fama{French factors.
PA PI FF(1) FF(2) OF
XOM1
(-.0429,.0440) (-.0577,.0580) (-.0019, .0019) (-.0065, .0066) (.0041, .0778)
[-.0240, .0241] [-.0302, .0304] [-.0006, .0006] [-.0012, .0011] [-.1152, .1913]
XOM2
(-.0396, .0397) (-.1101, .1057) (-.0020, .0020) (-.0045, .0044) (.3302, .4129)
[-.0273, .0260] [-.0676, .0698] [-.0009, .0009] [-.0016, .0016] [.2367, .5377]
CVX1
(-.1172, .1187 ) (-.0565,.0600 ) (-.0020, .0020 ) (-.0068, .0071 ) (.0393, .1130)
[-.0240, .0251] [-.0276, .0261] [-.0007, .0007] [-.0011, .0011] [-.0783, .2099]
CVX2
(-.0443,.0441) (-.1243, .1211) (-.0022, .0021) (-.0054, .0053) (.3551, .4468)
[-.0223, .0242] [-.0667, .0651] [-.0009, .0009] [-.0018, .0019] [.1768, .6656]
COP1
(-.1021, .1045 ) (-.0654, .0675) (-.0021, .0022) (-.0083, .0078) (.0389, .1417)
[-.0237, .0221] [-.0351, .0330] [-.0007, .0007] [-.0011, .0011] [-.1396, .3369]
COP2
(-.0644, .0632) (-.1722, .1660) (-.0025, .0025) (-.0071, .0071) (.4875, .6083)
[-.0276, .0266] [-.0792, .0806] [-.0013, .0013] [-.0024, .0025] [.3278, .8184]
PA, PI and FF are not signicant. The CIDR's on oil futures in model OF are signif-
icant according to the asymptotic theory. In three cases out of six, the subsampling
condence intervals indicate that they are signicant. We will argue later in this sec-
tion that the subsampling condence intervals are generally too wide, and the cases
where the null hypothesis 2 = 0 cannot be rejected are type II errors. We obtained
tables like Table 4.2 for all sectors and stocks listed in Table 4.1. The additional fac-
tors in models PA, PI and FF are never statistically signicant, according to both the
asymptotic or the subsampling approach. The conclusions however depend on the ap-
proach for the OF model. They are summarized in Table 4.3. Except the three cases
reported in Table 4.2, the subsampling method indicates that 2 is not signicantly
dierent from zero. The asymptotic method indicates that the shapes of intraday oil
futures are \positively correlated" with the shapes of intraday price curves for large
U.S. oil companies, and are mostly negatively correlated for the remaining companies.
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Table 4.3: Summary of conclusions for the OF model for the stocks listed in Table 4.1.
Key: 0 (2 = 0), + (2 > 0), - (2 < 0), -/0 (mostly -, some 0) etc.
Sector Subsampling Asymptotic
Energy 0=+ +
Information Technology 0  
Financial 0  =0
Consumer Staples 0  =0
Consumer Discretionary 0 0= 
Transportation 0  
In the consumer discretionary sector, only the Walt Disney Corporation is negatively
correlated with oil futures. A somewhat surprising nding is the negative correlation
(in the sense studied in this paper) for the IT sector. Unlike the other sectors, the
evidence is uniform. An ex post intuition behind this nding is not clear, but the
result itself agrees with the empirical analysis of Narayan and Sharma (2011) who
established a similar dependence for daily returns, and who oer some discussion.
In light of the mixed conclusions following from Table 4.3, and uncertain intuition
regarding the dependence of the CIDR's of stocks on the oil futures CIDR's, it is
important to investigate whether the asymptotic or the subsampling method gives
accurate rejection rates. Both methods depend on bandwidth type parameters whose
selection may impact the conclusions. We checked if the conclusions reported in
Table 4.3 change if the default value of the maximal lag used in the estimation of the
long run covariance matrix is increased by 50 percent and if the subsample size b is
doubled. While the end points of the condence intervals obviously changed, in the
vast majority of cases the inclusion of the value 2 = 0 was not aected, and so the
conclusions reported in Table 4.3 did not change. These results force us to verify by
a Monte Carlo study if either of the two methods leads to a test with correct size and
reasonable power. To make the discussion more concrete, we consider the Microsoft
stock over the rst time period. We obtained ^2 =  :053676, with the asymptotic
condence interval ( :0930; :0150) and the subsampling one [ :1817; :0787]. To
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determine which interval should be trusted, we proceeded as follows. We calculated
the residual functions
"^n(t) = Rn(t)  ^0(t)  ^1Mn(t)  ^2Cn(t):
We thus have 500 curves Mn, 500 curves Cn and 500 curves "^n. For each set of
curves, we draw 500 curves with replacement (bootstrap), which produces 500 curves
Mn, 500 curves C

n, and 500 curves "^

n. To assess the empirical size of the test, we












^2 =  :053676). We can replicate these procedures a large number of times and
obtain MC empirical size and power. For the subsampling method, this procedure
is very time consuming, and we could obtain only 100 replication after several days
of running the code on a PC. In none of these 100 replications, the null hypothesis
2 = 0 was rejected, so the test has empirical power zero; the subsampling condence
intervals are about three times too wide. The asymptotic test has empirical size of
about 7 percent and the power of about 74 percent (for 2 =  :053676). We obtained
very similar results for several other stocks where the subsampling and asymptotic
condence intervals led to contradictory conclusions.
4.5 Summary and conclusions
We have proposed a regression framework that allows us to evaluate quantita-
tively how the shapes of intraday price curves depend on the shapes of other curve{
valued factors or on scalar factors. When applied to blue chip stocks, our method-
ology has showed that these shapes do not depend on scalar factors we considered
(one number per day). In the hindsight, this is perhaps not surprising, as such fac-
tors can be expected to aect closing daily prices, not the particular intraday shape
through which these closing prices are arrived at. (On the other hand, a priori, a
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positive return on the previous day, might to some extend determine the shape on
the price curve.) In contrast, our methodology has revealed a signicant impact of
the intraday oil futures on several sectors, most notably a very strong positive im-
pact on the shapes of intraday prices of U.S. oil companies. While this nding is
not entirely surprising, it shows that even the intraday price evolution of the equities
of these companies is much more strongly impacted by the intraday evolution of oil
futures prices than the general market portfolio. For most other stocks, the impact
is negative, if it is signicant. Roughly speaking, a negative signicant impact means
that when oil futures prices increase during a trading day, the share prices tend to
fall faster than the prices of a market portfolio.
Our goal was to introduce a new quantitative framework and apply it to a rel-
atively small selection of assets and functional factor models, to show it feasibility
and potential. We hope that our ideas will be received with some interest, and our
method will be applied to dierent asset classes and dierent functional factors.
4.6 Proofs of the results of Section 4.2
The following lemma is needed in the proofs of Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
Lemma 4.6.1 If Assumptions 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 holds, then F^
a:s:! F, where the matrices
F^ and F are dened, respectively, by (4.2.5) and (4.2.7).
Proof: Consider the matrix
eF = "N 1 NX
n=1




By the joint ergodicity of the Fnj; eF a:s:! F. Using the decomposition







Fnj   j + (j   Fj); Fnk   k + (k   Fk)



















F^ (j; k)  ~F (j; k) = 
j   Fj; k   Fk a:s:! 0:








































h"cn; F cnki :
In matrix notation, the above relation becomes R^ = F^ + "c, with the vectors and
matrices dened via (4.6.1). Consequently,
(4.6.2) F^(^   ) = "c;
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In light of Lemma 4.6.1 and the assumed invertibility of F, it remains to show that
"c
a:s:! 0. This follows from the assumption E"n = 0 and the ergodicity of the sequence
f("n; Fnk)g. The claim ^ a:s:!  has thus been established.
To show that
^0   0! 0 a.s., observe that







and so ^0   0  pX
j=1
j^j   jj
 Fj+ jj"jj :
Note that if XN is a sequence of random variables which tends to zero a.s. and YN is a
sequence of nonnegative variables such that EYN  C, for some constant C, then the
products XNYN converge a.s. to zero. Since E
 Fj  E jjFnjjj  E jjFnjjj2	1=2, it
follows that for each j, j^j  jj
 Fj! 0 a.s.. By the ergodicity, " converges a.s. to
the zero function in L2, which means that jj"jj ! 0 a.s..
For ease of reference, we now state two limit theorems for L2{m{approximable
vectors and functions, respectively. The following result was established in Aue et al.
(2009).
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Theorem 4.6.1 Suppose fng is a d{dimensional L2{m{approximable mean zero













where W is a mean zero normal random vector with the covariance matrix  .
An analog of Theorem 4.6.1 for sequences of functions was established by Horvath
et al. (2012).
Theorem 4.6.2 Suppose f"ng is an L2{m{approximable sequence of mean zero func-











where Z is a mean zero Gaussian element of L2([0; 1]) with the covariance function
E[Z(t)Z(s)] = (t; s).
None of the above theorems is exactly suited to our setting because the model











x = (g(); b1; : : : bp); x = (g(); b1; : : : bp):
We therefore need a more abstract version of these theorems.
Theorem 4.6.3 Suppose fXng is an L2{m{approximable sequence of mean zero ran-











where G is a mean zero Gaussian element of H with the covariance operator   given
by (4.6.7).
The proof of Theorem 4.6.3 parallels that of Theorem 4.6.2, so we establish only the
existence of the long run variance operator   whose form is an essential ingredient of
the proof of Theorem 4.2.2.
Proof of the convergence in (4.6.7): Under assumptions of Theorem 4.6.3, for





is a bounded linear operator acting on H, i.e.  (T ) 2 L(H). Recall that for every
L 2 L(H), its operator norm can be computed as
jjLjjL = sup fj hLx; yi j; jjxjj = 1; jjyjj = 1g :
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Therefore, for T1 < T2,







jE[hXh; xi hX0; yi]j :
Since






















= 0, by (4.2.9) and (4.2.10), we see that
E[hXh; xi hX0; yi] = E
hD










Xh  X(h)h 21=2 E jjX0jj2	1=2 jjxjj jjyjj :










By (4.2.11), the operators  (T ) form a Cauchy sequence in L(H), so series (4.6.7)
converges in the norm of L(H).
Proof of Theorem 4.2.2: The independence of the sequences f"ng and f(Fn1; : : : ; Fnp)g
implies then that the vectors (4.2.14) also form an L2{m{approximable sequence,
see Lemma 2.1 of Hormann and Kokoszka (2010). Observe that En = 0. Notice
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further that the sequence f("n(); n)g is L2{m{approximable in the Hilbert space




("n(); n) d! (Z();W);
where the random elements W and Z are normal and have covariances specied in
Theorems 4.6.1 and 4.6.2.
We rst focus on the asymptotic distribution of
p
N"c, where the kth components




























 Fk   k = oP (1), the second term is asymptotically negligible, and so pN"c
has the same asymptotic distribution as the N 1=2
PN
n=1 n, with the vectors n given
by (4.2.14). Consequently, by (4.6.2) and Lemma 4.6.1,
p
N(^   ) has the same







Next, note that by (4.6.4),
p
N(^0()  0()) = N 1=2
NX
n=1
"n() + fT ()
p
N(^   );
where f(t) = [ F1(t); F2(t); : : : ; Fp(t)]
T : By ergodicity, f
a:s:! f , where f is dened by





















Relation (4.2.12) thus follows from (4.6.8).
It remains to show that Z andW are independent. By (4.6.8) and Lemma 4.6.3,
we must focus on the o-diagonal part of the covariance operator   given by (4.6.7)
with H = L2 Rp. Set
 = (g(); b1; : : : ; bp);  = (`(); c1; : : : ; cp):





















We must thus show that
1X
h= 1
E [h"h; gi j0] = 0 and
1X
h= 1
E [jh h"0; `i] = 0:
Both relations will follow if we verify that for any n;m, and any g 2 L2,
E [h"n; gi h"m; Fmj   ji] = 0:
The above relation is clearly true for n 6= m because the factors are independent. If
m = n, we can write it as
E [hh"n; gi "n; Fnj   ji] = 0:
It then follows from Lemma 4.6.2 because "n is independent of Fnj and E[Fnj j] = 0:
The following lemma was used several times in the paper.
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Lemma 4.6.2 Suppose X and Y are integrable random elements in a Hilbert space
H. If X and Y are independent and EX = 0, then
E hX; Y i = 0:
Proof: This lemma essentially follows from the denition of the expectation in a
Hilbert space, see e.g. Section 1.3 of Bosq (2000). First we use the relation
E hX;Y i = E fE[hX;Y i jY ]g :
Since the expectation commutes every linear operator, in particular with the inner
product,
E[hX; Y i jY ] = hE[XjY ]; Y i :
SinceX is independent of Y and has mean zero, E[XjY ] = EX = 0, and the claim fol-
lows.
Lemma 4.6.3 is needed to describe the asymptotic distribution in Theorem 4.2.2.
It is a Hilbert space analog of the fact that uncorrelated jointly Gaussian random
variables are independent. Since we could not nd a ready reference, we state and
prove it, for completeness. It is a useful general result.
Lemma 4.6.3 Suppose H is a Hilbert space and X; Y 2 H are square integrable and
mean zero random elements. If X and Y are jointly normal, and for any ;  2 H,
(4.6.9) E [hX; i hY; i] = 0;
then X and Y are independent.
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Proof: Recall that the joint normality of X and Y means that (X;Y ) is normal
in H H, i.e. it has the characteristic functional




h(; ); CX;Y (; )i

;
where CX;Y is the covariance operator dened by
CX;Y (; ) = E [h(X; Y ); (; )i (X; Y )] :
Recall also that if X and Y are random elements taking values in a Hilbert space H,
and if for any ;  2 H
(4.6.10) E exp fi h;Xi+ i h; Y ig = E exp fi h;XigE exp fi h; Y ig ;
then X and Y are independent. We must thus show that
(4.6.11) h(; ); CX;Y (; )i = h; CX()i+ h;CY ()i ;
where
CX() = E [hX; iX] ; CY () = E [hY; iY ] :
We thus proceed with the verication of (4.6.11):
h(; ); CX;Y (; )i
= h(; ); E [h(X; Y ); (; )i (X; Y )]i
= E
h(X;Y ); (; )i2
= E

(hX; i+ hY; i)2 :
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In the last equality, we used the form of the inner inner product in HH. By (4.6.9),
E

(hX; i+ hY; i)2 = E hX; i2+ E hY; i2





This dissertation has focused on the estimation, prediction and evaluation of
functional regression models by means of extensive simulation studies and applications
to high frequency nancial data sets. It also developed asymptotic theory for certain
aspect of testing.
We have demonstrated that a sophisticated method of prediction recently pro-
posed in Kargin and Onatski (2008), and claimed to be superior on theoretical
grounds, actually does not dominate a simpler method based on the functional prin-
cipal components. Through extensive simulation studies, we obtained additional in-
sights which explained the observed behavior of the methods. We also established
eective limits on the quality of predictions and showed that no other method can
exceed them. Some supplemental results are contained in Kokoszka and Zhang (2010)
as shown in the Appendix A of this dissertation. This extensive empirical study and
ndings have not been established by theoretical work currently available, and may
serve as a practical reference to the properties of predictors of functional data.
We have extended the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), which perhaps is
the most important model in nance, to the setting of intraday price curves. These
are the curves that show how the price of an asset, e.g. a stock of a corporation,
changes from minute to minute. These curves are now available even to small in-
vestors through many news providers websites, such as: Google Finance, or Yahoo
Finance, for all world widely traded assets. While these curves are of obvious interest
for capital markets participators, no systematic study of their statistical properties
has been undertaken. We have proposed and investigated several functional regres-
sion models that could be viewed as extensions of the CAPM, and determined which
models describe the dependence of the individual asset curves on the intraday curves
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for a market portfolio in an optimal way. After deriving parameter estimates and
prediction functions for these models, we compare their prediction errors by applica-
tion to cumulative intraday returns of large US corporations. We nd that complex
functional regression models do not perform better than a simple model.
We proposed a functional regression framework for the evaluation of the impact
of curve-valued factors on the shapes of intraday price curves. We developed an
asymptotic theory that leads to practically useful condence intervals for the regres-
sion coecients. When applied to blue chip stocks, our methodology shows that even
the intraday price evolution of the equities of oil companies is much more strongly
impacted by the intraday evolution of oil futures prices than the general market port-
folio. For most other stocks, the impact is negative, provided it is signicant. Scalar
factors have no signicant impact on the shape of the price curves.
Functional data analysis has become a broad research area, and still has many
interesting open questions. The work in this dissertation shows many appealing
techniques and properties that have great potential in applied statistics. We expect
our methodologies could be applied to dierent functional areas, and our ideas could
be received with some interests.
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IMPROVED ESTIMATION OF THE FUNCTIONAL AUTOREGRESSIVE
KERNELS1
A.1 Introduction
In this report, we mainly discuss the estimation of the autoregressive kernel  
and how to improve the estimation in the functional AR(1) process. By estimating the
autoregressive kernels in dierent sample sizes, kinds of kernels, and of dierent error
processes, we nd out a general trend that the estimation errors of the autoregressive
kernel depend on the number of functional principal components. As the number of
components p used in the analysis increases, the estimation errors also increase. This
is counterintuitive since more components should contribute more information, and
should give us better estimates.
Four methods to improve the estimation of the autoregressive kernel are evalu-
ated, and after a large number of numerical experiments, one of them ( adding a base
line 1:5(^1+^2)) to the eigenvalues obtained from the functional principal components
analysis) is found to give the best estimation.
This report is organized as follows. In Section A.2, we describe how the estima-
tion errors depend on the number of functional principal components. We show tables
and graphs for the estimation errors under dierent functional AR(1) models. Section
A.3 uses many graphs to show evidence of how the four methods improve estimation
of autoregressive kernels, and which one gives us best estimation. We validate our
conclusion by considering two additional error processes.
1TECHNICAL REPORT IN SUPPORT OF CHAPTER 2 BY ZHANG, X. AND KOKOSZKA,
P.
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A.2 Dependence of the estimation errors on the number of functional
principal components
To estimate the autoregressive kernel  (t; s), data were generated to follow the




 (t; s)Xn(s)ds+ "n+1(t); n = 1; 2; : : : ; N;
where the errors "n are iid elements of L
2 space,and distributed as one of the processes
(1), (2), or (3) dened as follows:
(A.2.2) "(1)(t) = BB(t) = W (t)  tW (1) ;











Zj; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; K;
where the Zk are independent standard normals and Z0 = 0.







where 1 and 2 are independent standard normals and  can be any constant (in the
simulations we use  = :5).
(A.2.4) "(3)(t) = "(2)(t) + a"(1)(t) ;
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where a can be any constant (in the simulations we use a = :5 ).
To simulate the data, four kernel functions were used
1. The Gaussian kernel:




; (t; s) 2 [0; 1]2 ;

















2. The identity kernel:
 (t; s) = C;
where C = :5 in the simulations.
Two sloping plane kernels:
3.
 (t; s) = Ct;
and
4.
 (t; s) = Cs;































A fully analogous calculation is valid for  (t; s) = Cs.
To convert the data to functional objects, the R package fda was used with 99
Fourier basis functions. Three dierent sample sizes are generated, N = 50; 100; 200.
We now describe how the kernel  is estimated.The kernel  admits the expansion




The empirical version of this relation, computed from the sample X1; X2; : : : ; XN , is





(A.2.6)  ^ji = ^
 1




The ^i are the eigenvalues corresponding to the estimated eigenfunctions v^i, k =
1; 2; :::; p. Precise denitions are given in Bosq (2000). The focus of this report is the
upper summation limit p in (A.2.6) and the estimated eigenvalues ^i.





















j ^(t; s)   (t; s)j
j (t; s)j dsdt:
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Table A.1: Kernel estimation errors; Brownian bridge innovations (1), Gaussian ker-
nel. In parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
N = 50
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 0.67(.04) 0.56(.03) 0.79(.04)
p = 3 1.17(.06) 0.93(.05) 1.30(.07)
p = 4 1.70(.07) 1.32(.05) 1.83(.07)
N = 100
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 0.46(.01) 0.40(.01) 0.56(.01)
p = 3 0.53(.02) 0.44(.02) 0.61(.02)
p = 4 0.67(.02) 0.55(.02) 0.77(.03)
N = 200
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 .439(.007) .381(.007) 0.53(.01)
p = 3 .430(.010) .370(.010) 0.51(.02)
p = 4 .520(.010) .420(.010) 0.58(.01)
Since the R implementation is relatively slow, we can use only 50 replications.
Tables A.1 through Table A.12 show the estimation errors and their standard errors
(i.e. .67(.04) means .67 is the mean of estimation errors, .04 is the standard error)
based on 50 replications for three sizes, four kernels and three error processes.
From Tables A.1 to A.12, we can see a trend in general: as the number of
components p increases, the errors increase. This trend will be discussed in Section
??.
Comparing the results from dierent error processes, we can nd that (2) always
gives us the worst estimation for all the kernels. The unit for bold numbers in Table
A.5,Table A.8, and Table A.11 is 1015, i.e. 10:3(1:4) stands for mean 1:031016 with
standard error 1:4 1015. These bold numbers are very huge, and unreasonable, we
check every step of repetition, and nd out the mean of the estimation error varies
a lot during the 50 or 100 times repetition, the minimum of the mean could be less
than .5, however the maximum could be 1:5 1015 or even bigger. We wonder if it is
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Table A.2: Kernel estimation errors;innovations: (2), Gaussian kernel. In parenthe-
ses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
N = 50 N = 100
MSE AD RAD MSE AD RAD
p = 2 .77(.03) .63(.02) 1.34(.05) .532(.003) .49(.001) 1.005(.002)
p = 3 2.3(.20) 2.1(.10) 4.40(.30) 1.90(.200) 1.7(.100) 3.500(.300)
p = 4 149(035) 108(024) 0234(053) 4.20(.600) 3.3(.400) 7.100(.900)
N = 200
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 .522(.002) .4895(.0003) 1.002(.001)
p = 3 1.22(.090) 1.090(.0800) 2.300(.200)
p = 4 2.20(.300) 1.700(.2000) 3.700(.400)
Table A.3: Kernel estimation errors;innovations: (3); a = 0:5, Gaussian kernel. In
parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
N = 50 N = 100
MSE AD RAD MSE AD RAD
p = 2 .730(.02) 0.60(.02) 1.28(.04) .545(.005) .493(.002) 1.014(.004)
p = 3 1.26(.06) 1.06(.05) 2.30(.10) .620(.040) .540(.040) 1.150(.080)
p = 4 8.30(.60) 6.60(.50) 13.9(1.0) 2.80(.200) 2.30(.200) 4.900(.400)
N = 200
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 .523(.003) .4899(.0004) 1.003(.001)
p = 3 .460(.020) .3900(.0200) .8400(.040)
p = 4 2.10(.100) 1.700(.1000) 3.600(.20)
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Table A.4: Kernel estimation errors; Brownian bridge innovations (1), identity kernel.
In parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
N = 50 N = 100
MSE AD RAD MSE AD RAD
p = 2 0.68(.03) .590(.02) 1.17(.04) .56(.01) .52(.01) 1.03(.02)
p = 3 1.22(.05) .970(.04) 1.93(.08) .62(.02) .54(.02) 1.07(.03)
p = 4 1.74(.07) 1.33(.05) 2.70(.10) .77(.02) .63(.02) 1.26(.03)
N = 200
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 .52(.01) .50(.01) 1.00(.02)
p = 3 .55(.01) .50(.01) 0.99(.02)
p = 4 .68(.01) .57(.01) 1.15(.02)
Table A.5: Kernel estimation errors; innovations: (2), identity kernel. In parentheses,
standard errors based on 50 replications.
N = 50 N = 100
MSE AD RAD MSE AD RAD
p = 2 .80(.03) .67(.02) 1.33(.04) .54600(.004) .5020(.001) 1.0040(.002)
p = 3 1.2(.10) 1.0(.10) 2.00(.20) .03(.050) .2(.040) .40(.070)
p = 4 3.4(.90) 2.7(.70) 0005(001) 004(.400) 03(.300) 6.3(.500)
N = 200
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 .518(.002) .50000(.000002) 1(.000004)
p = 3 .2(.05) .20(.040000) .3(.07)
p = 4 5.7(.4) 4.1(.300000) 8.1(.6)
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Table A.6: Kernel estimation errors; innovations: (3); a = 0:5, identity kernel. In
parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
N = 50 N = 100
MSE AD RAD MSE AD RAD
p = 2 0.80(.02) .660(.02) 1.32(.03) .544(.005) .503(.002) 1.006(.005)
p = 3 1.51(.08) 1.27(.07) 2.50(.10) .930(.040) .780(.030) 1.560(.070)
p = 4 7.60(.50) 5.60(.04) 11.9(.80) 2.80(.200) 2.30(.100) 4.500(.300)
N = 200
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 .520(.002) .50(.00001) 0001(.00002)
p = 3 .740(.030) .62(.02000) 1.25(.04000)
p = 4 2.10(.100) 1.7(.10000) 3.30(.20000)
Table A.7: Kernel estimation errors; Brownian bridge innovations (1), sloping plane
(t) kernel. In parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
N = 50 N = 100
MSE AD RAD MSE AD RAD
p = 2 .590(.03) .480(.03) 1.5(.1) .35(.01) .28(.01) 0.86(.04)
p = 3 1.07(.06) .850(.04) 3.0(.2) .42(.02) .34(.01) 1.17(.05)
p = 4 1.61(.07) 1.23(.05) 4.5(.2) .61(.02) .48(.02) 1.79(.07)
N = 200
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 .288(.005) .222(.005) 0.67(.02)
p = 3 .360(.01) .290(.010) 1.05(.05)
p = 4 .460(.02) .360(.010) 1.36(.06)
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Table A.8: Kernel estimation errors; innovations: (2), sloping plane (t) kernel. In
parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
N = 50 N = 100
MSE AD RAD MSE AD RAD
p = 2 0.79(0.02) 0.65(0.02) 2.8(0.1) 0.5550(.005) 0.470(.004) 1.570(0.04)
p = 3 2.70(1.50) 2.10(1.10) 1.0(0.5) 0.1(.030) .07(.020) .4(0.10)
p = 4 2.00(0.40) 1.60(0.30) 8.0(1.7) 5.2(.380) 3.8(.300) 21(1.50)
N = 200
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 0.5210(.002) 0.4460(.001) 1.37000(.03)
p = 3 .05(.020) .03(.010) 0.20(.07)
p = 4 3.8(.300) 3.5(.300) 21.6(1.7)
Table A.9: Kernel estimation errors; innovations: (3); a = 0:5, sloping plane (t)
kernel. In parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
N = 50 N = 100
MSE AD RAD MSE AD RAD
p = 2 0.76(.02) 0.63(.01) 2.50(.1) .546(.003) .464(.003) 1.50(.04)
p = 3 1.31(.07) 1.11(.06) 5.40(.3) .780(.050) .680(.040) 3.80(.20)
p = 4 6.90(.50) 5.50(.40) 26.6(02) 2.80(.200) 2.20(.200) 12.2(.70)
N = 200
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 .522(.002) .446(.001) 1.36(.03)
p = 3 .530(.030) .460(.030) 2.90(.20)
p = 4 1.90(1.10) 1.50(.100) 9.70(.60)
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Table A.10: Kernel estimation errors; innovations: (1), sloping plane (s) kernel. In
parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
N = 50 N = 100
MSE AD RAD MSE AD RAD
p = 2 0.71(.05) 0.57(.04) 2.2(.2) .38(.01) .30(.01) 0.98(.04)
p = 3 1.05(.06) 0.84(.04) 3.6(.2) .46(.02) .37(.01) 1.79(.08)
p = 4 1.83(.08) 1.41(.06) 6.8(.4) .64(.03) .51(.02) 2.60(.10)
N = 200
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 .329(.007) .254(.007) 0.80(.03)
p = 3 .350(.010) .280(.010) 1.40(.07)
p = 4 .490(.020) .390(.020) 1.93(.09)
Table A.11: Kernel estimation errors; innovations: (2), sloping plane (s) kernel. In
parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
N = 50 N = 100
MSE AD RAD MSE AD RAD
p = 2 0.08(.02) 0.66(.02) 3.10(0.1) 0.543(0.004) 0.460(0.003) 1.580(0.05)
p = 3 0.95(.04) 0.78(.04) 4.10(0.2) 0.600(0.040) 0.520(0.040) 3.300(0.20)
p = 4 3.00(.90) 2.40(.70) 11.9(3.3) 4.2(0.40) 3.1(0.30) 17.1(1.90)
N = 200
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 0.523(.002) .449(.001) 1.510(0.040)
p = 3 0.430(.020) .370(.020) 2.890(0.130)
p = 4 2.2(.30) 1.6(0.2) 10.3(1.4)
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Table A.12: Kernel estimation errors; innovations: (3); a = 0:5, sloping plane (s)
kernel. In parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
N = 50 N = 100
MSE AD RAD MSE AD RAD
p = 2 .85(.02) .70(.02) 3.20(.20) .549(.004) .464(.003) 1.64(.06)
p = 3 .92(.04) .76(.04) 3.90(.20) .500(.030) .420(.020) 2.70(.10)
p = 4 7.8(.60) 6.2(.50) 30.5(2.3) 2.80(.200) 2.20(.100) 12.8(.90)
N = 200
MSE AD RAD
p = 2 0.522(.003) 0.449(.002) 0.149(0.05)
p = 3 0.370(.020) 0.310(.020) 2.520(0.13)
p = 4 2.200(.200) 1.800(.100) 12.10(1.00)
the expansion (2) just has two terms caused the bad estimation. We try to x this
in next section.
The AD error is always lower than the other two: MSE and RAD. RAD always
give us the highest number, which can be explained by the formulas for these three
errors. Also as we increase the sample size N , the estimation is getting better. The
dierence in estimation errors between the kernels is small relative to the dierences
due to the choice of p and the errors .
In order to understand why increasing the number of components, the error
for the estimation also increases, we drew three-dimensional plots of the estimated  
kernels, which are simulated by (1)(t) = BB(t) = W (t) tW (1), N = 100, jj	jj = 0:5.
Figures A.1 through Figure A.4 are such three-dimensional contour plots of Gaussian
kernel and the estimated ones for three choices of p.
By observing those four three-dimensional contour plots (Figures A.1 through
A.4), we nd out that the average of the estimation is getting closer to the original
kernel as p increases, which can be veried by the calculation. Unfortunately as p
gets higher, the shape of the kernel becomes atter and gets far way from the original
one, and the surface of the kernel uctuates intensely, since the error gives the whole
description of the estimation, it increases as p increases. We get very similar results
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by making three-dimensional contour plots for other three kernels.We need to x this




Fig. A.1: contour plot of Gaussian Kernel.
t
s




Fig. A.3: 3D contour plot of estimated Kernel with p = 3.
t
s
Fig. A.4: 3D contour plot of estimated Kernel with p = 4.
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A.3 Improved estimation of the autoregressive kernel
In this section, details of improving the estimation of the kernel  will be dis-
cussed. We want to nd out which item in equation (A.2.6) causes the estimation
errors to increase, as number of components p increases. It is hard to study the behav-
ior of the estimated eigenfunctions v^i, but somewhat easier to focus on the eigenvalues
^1.
By plotting the rst four eigenvalues, we nd a general trend: except for the
rst eigenvalue, the other three ones are all close to 0. In order to check if it is the
small eigenvalues that caused the large errors, we use four methods to enlarge the
eigenvalues by adding some numbers before estimating the kernel  :
 adding a vector  = c(0; 2^2; 3^3; 7^4),
 adding another vector 0 = c(0; 4^2; 8^3; 16^4),
 adding a baseline b1 = 1:5(^1 + ^2),
 adding another baseline b2 = (^1+^2)
15
.
All these coecients in above vectors and base lines are based on many experiments.
We want to give the readers of this report a visualized description without strug-
gling all about those four decimal places numbers. Figure A.5 to Figure A.12 are
plots of eigenvalues and enlarged ones versus corresponding AD errors for four ker-
nels simulated by 100 observations of two error processes: (1) and (2). Observing
those plots, it can be easily found out that for error process (1), the green color,
by adding a vector 
0
= c(0; 4^2; 8^3; 16^4) to the eigenvalues can make the AD er-
rors shrink a lot and decrease as the number of components increases. Meanwhile
for error process (2), the navy one, adding a base line b1 = 1:5(^1 + ^2) gives us
the smallest AD errors. For these two error processes (1) and (2), we replicate the
program 50 times, and compare the AD errors of four kernels before and after best
improving method applied to estimated eigenvalues. Results are in Table A.13 and
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Table A.13: Kernel estimation errors; innovations (1), N = 100, p =3, jj	jj = 0:5. In
parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
p = 2 p = 3 p = 4
Original Improved Original Improved Original Improved
Gaussian .40(.01) .400(.010) .44(.02) .390(.010) .55(.02) .380(.010)
Identity .52(.01) .243(.005) .54(.02) .220(.006) .63(.02) .220(.006)
Ct .28(.01) .280(.005) .34(.01) .274(.005) .48(.02) .270(.006)
Cs .30(.01) .255(.004) .37(.01) .245(.004) .51(.02) .237(.005)
Table A.14: Kernel estimation errors; innovations (2), N = 100, p =3, jj	jj = 0:5. In
parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
p = 2 p = 3 p = 4
Original Improved Original Improved Original Improved
Gaussian .490(.001) .487891(.000001) 1.70(.10) .4787(.0002) 3.30(.4) .4787(.0003)
Identity .502(.001) .499989(.000001) 0.20(.04) .4909(.0003) 3.00(.3) .4917(.0003)
Ct .470(.004) .438200(.000100) 0.07(.02) .4320(.0005) 3.80(.3) .4332(.0006)
Cs .460(.003) .438300(.000200) 0.52(.04) .4297(.0003) 3.10(.3) .4297(.0003)
Table A.14. The bold number in Table A.14 has the same explanation as in Table
A.5,etc. It is proved that these two method adding a vector 
0
= c(0; 4^2; 8^3; 16^4)
to the estimated eigenvalues for process (1) and adding a base line b1 = 1:5(^1 + ^2)
to the estimated eigenvalues foe process (2) can improve the estimation of kernel  
and make the estimated AD errors decrease as the number of components increases.
The improved AD errors for error process (2) are still around 0.5, which is not
good enough for estimation. We wonder if it is limited terms in (2) caused the
estimation errors large. In order to x this problem, we generate the fourth type of
error processes which contains four terms in the expansion:
(4)(t) = 51
p
2 sin(2t) + 42
p
2 cos(2t) + 33
p




Red line refers to adding  to the eigenvalues; Green line refers to adding 
0
to the
eigenvalues; while navy refers to adding b1 to the eigenvalues; light blue refers to
adding b2 to the eigenvalues.Following gures have the same color reference. The
horizontal axis for the left panel is representing the order of the eigenvalues, while
the vertical axis refers to the values of those eigenvalues. The horizontal axis for the
right panel refers to the number of components used in the analysis such as p; while
















Fig. A.5: Plot of eigenvalues and the corresponding ADs, innovations: (1); kernel:













Fig. A.6: Plot of eigenvalues and the corresponding ADs, innovations:(1); kernel:














Fig. A.7: Plot of eigenvalues and the corresponding ADs, innovations:(1); kernel:














Fig. A.8: Plot of eigenvalues and the corresponding ADs, innovations:(1); kernel:















Fig. A.9: Plot of eigenvalues and the corresponding ADs, innovations: (2); kernel:














Fig. A.10: Plot of eigenvalues and the corresponding ADs, innovations: (2); kernel:














Fig. A.11: Plot of eigenvalues and the corresponding ADs, innovations: (2); kernel:














Fig. A.12: Plot of eigenvalues and the corresponding ADs, innovations: (2); kernel:
Sloping plane (s), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.
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Table A.15: Eigenvalues for four kernels generated with innovations: (3); a = 3, N
=100, p =3, jj	jj = 0:5.
Kernel Eigenvalues
Gaussian 1.3061426 0.8894831 0.2126867 0.1076780
Identity 1.3706876 0.8886038 0.2345658 0.0947648
Ct 1.9601685 0.9049361 0.2976320 0.1287273
Cs 1.4667986 1.1555774 0.1967442 0.0991507
Table A.16: Kernel estimation errors;innovations (3); a = 3, N = 100, p =3, jj	jj =
0:5. In parentheses, standard errors based on 50 replications.
p = 2 p = 3 p = 4
Original Improved Original Improved Original Improved
Gaussian .398(.008) .439(.004) .337(.009) .403(.004) .587(.020) .407(.003)
Identity .390(.007) .444(.003) .312(.009) .411(.003) .619(.020) .411(.003)
Ct .396(.008) .386(.004) .393(.010) .364(.004) .631(.020) .360(.002)
Cs .327(.007) .384(.004) .291(.008) .358(.003) .584(.030) .357(.003)
where, i; i = 1; 2; 3; 4 are independent standard normals. After applying four meth-
ods mentioned above to this error process (4)(t), we get very similar eigenvalues
versus AD errors plots as those generated by error process (2)(t). This shows that
the number of terms in the expansion probably is not a reason for the large estimation
errors.
Error process (1)(t),(2)(t),(3)(t); a = :5 and (4) have the same behavior of eigen-
values: except the rst one, others are all almost 0. This leads us to consider about
an error process, which could give us four none zero eigenvalues. (3) with a = 3
can meet this requirement, while using a = 0:5 would give us similar eigenvalues as
(2) and (4). After doing principle components analysis to the 100 observations of
simulated FAR(1) processes with error item (3); a = 3, we get the eigenvalues for all
four kernels as shown in Table A.15.
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The rst eigenvalues for all the four kernels are all around 1:5; the second eigen-
values are all close to 1; the third ones are around 0:2, and the fourth ones are all
around 0:1. We want to see if we can improve the estimation of kernel  for error
process (3); a = 3 as before. We applied four methods mentioned above again to
the estimation of kernel  , and got results shown in Figure A.13 to Figure A.16.
Good news is that based on one time programming we do improve the estimation
and the best improvement is according to the navy colored line by adding a base line
b1 = 1:5  (^1 + ^2) to those original estimated eigenvalues. After 50 times repli-
cations the AD errors for estimating kernel  is shown in Table A.16, although it is
found that this method can not improve the estimation for number of components
p = 2 and p = 3, it can make the estimation improved for p = 4 and make the errors


















Fig. A.13: Plot of eigenvalues and the corresponding ADs, innovations: (3); a = 3;
















Fig. A.14: Plot of eigenvalues and the corresponding ADs, innovations: (3); a = 3;




















Fig. A.15: Plot of eigenvalues and the corresponding ADs, innovations: (3); a = 3;

















Fig. A.16: Plot of eigenvalues and the corresponding ADs, innovations: (3); a = 3;
kernel: Sloping plane (s), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.
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Fig. A.17: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(1), kernel:Gaussian, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.













Fig. A.18: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(1), kernel: Gaussian, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.19: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(1), kernel:Identity, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.













Fig. A.20: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(1), kernel: Identity, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.21: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(1), kernel: sloping plane (t), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.











Fig. A.22: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(1), kernel: sloping plane (t), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.23: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(1), kernel: sloping plane (s), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.










Fig. A.24: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(1), kernel: sloping plane (s), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.25: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(2), kernel:Gaussian, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.

















Fig. A.26: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(2), kernel: Gaussian, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.27: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(2), kernel:Identity, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.













Fig. A.28: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(2), kernel: Identity, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.29: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(2), kernel: sloping plane (t), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.











Fig. A.30: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(2), kernel: sloping plane (t), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.31: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(2), kernel: sloping plane (s), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.













Fig. A.32: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(2), kernel: sloping plane (s), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.33: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(3), kernel:Gaussian, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.













Fig. A.34: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(3), kernel: Gaussian, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.35: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(3), kernel:Identity, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.

















Fig. A.36: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(3), kernel: Identity, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.37: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(3), kernel: sloping plane (t), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.














Fig. A.38: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(3), kernel: sloping plane (t), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.39: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(3), kernel: sloping plane (s), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.













Fig. A.40: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(3), kernel: sloping plane (s), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.41: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(4), kernel:Gaussian, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.









Fig. A.42: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(4), kernel: Gaussian, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.43: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(4), kernel:Identity, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.











Fig. A.44: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(4), kernel: Identity, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.45: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(4), kernel:Identity, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.















Fig. A.46: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(4), kernel: Identity, N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Fig. A.47: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(4), kernel: sloping plane (t), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.









Fig. A.48: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(4), kernel: sloping plane (t), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:8.
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Table A.17: Averages of En and Rn and their standard errors; for pacic data.
N = 50 N = 100
En Rn En Rn
MP 4.30(0.3) 13.043(1.0) 4.30(0.2) 12.991(1.01)
NP 4.30(0.5) 12.762(1.5) 4.09(0.3) 12.381(1.01)
EX 4.30(0.5) 12.762(1.5) 4.09(0.3) 12.381(1.01)
EK 4.20(0.3) 12.609(1.0) 4.15(0.2) 12.509(0.60)
EKI 4.30(0.3) 12.865(1.0) 4.26(0.2) 12.812(0.58)
PF 33.2(2.6) 104.29(8.6) 34.0(1.5) 107.58(4.89)
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Fig. A.49: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:
"(1), kernel: sloping plane (s), N = 100, p = 3, jj	jj = 0:5.












Fig. A.50: Boxplots of the prediction errors En (left) and Rn (right); innovations:













Fig. A.51: The gaussian kernel surface  (t; s) (top left) and its estimates  ^p(t; s) for




















































Fig. A.55: The kernel surface  (t; s) (top left) and its estimates  ^p(t; s) for p = 2; 3; 4.
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APPENDIX B
SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES AND TABLES FOR CHAPTER 3
We apply a test proposed by Gabrys and Kokoszka (2007) to check if the curves
of cumulative intraday returns can be assumed to form an iid functional sequences.
The null hypothesis for this test is that the curves are independent and identically
distributed. Table B.1, B.2and B.3 shows the test statistics, p-values and power of
tests against the alternative hypothesis we get from S&P 100 and two stocks XOM
and DIS. For other stocks we all get similar results as shown in these two tables.
Power means the probability of making the right choice. For each stock we all get
very large test statistics, and based on 10%, 5% and 1% levels of signicance we all
can get 100% power of the test, which verify that we can consider the curves as an
iid functional sequences.
We also apply the independent test from Gabrys and Kokoszka (2007) to the
residual curves "^n = rn(t)   r^n(t) from predictions by model SF using 99 Fourier
basis functions for stock XOM, CITI, and DIS. The results for the test statistics
are shown in Table. B.4. The residual curves from predicting other stocks behave
the same as these three. All the test statistics give high p-values very close to 1,
which proves us that we can take the residual curves as independent and identically
distributed sequences.
Fig B.1 and Fig B.2 show two consecutive trajectories from stock XOM. Pictures
on the left are the original cumulative returns, the right ones are the functional object
obtained using 99 Fourier basis functions.
Fig B.3 compares the MSEP's for models SF and SF* using 99 B-spline basis,
and 99 Fourier basis functions. We could not see any dierence by using dierent
basis functions.
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Table B.1: Test statistics of testing the independence of intraday cumulative returns
from S&P 100, XOM, and DIS using 99 Fourier basis. p stands for the number of
principal components we used to test.
Lag p = 3 p = 4 p = 5
XOM
1 22.26411 50.17388 118.6483
3 82.05934 224.9331 339.9172
5 121.6268 297.7622 505.4926
S&P100
1 30.39647 150.2905 197.8110
3 122.8886 291.4362 419.5409
5 189.5581 403.0923 599.5115
DIS
1 57.02771 81.11810 101.9282
3 142.2173 216.0763 271.5909
















Funtional object of XOM
Fig. B.1: One intraday cumulative returns of XOM stock (Left), the functional object

















Funtional object of XOM
Fig. B.2: One intraday cumulative returns of XOM stock (Left), the functional object
obtained using 99 fourier basis function (Right).













Fig. B.3: Comparing MSEP's for models SF and SF* using 99 B-spline basis with 99
Fourier Basis. SF(F)and SF*(F) for Fourier, SF(B) and SF*(B) for B-splines.
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Table B.2: P-values of testing the independence of intraday cumulative returns from
S&P 100, XOM, and DIS using 99 Fourier basis. p stands for the number of principal
components we used to test.
Lag p = 3 p = 4 p = 5
XOM
1 .9919214 .9999785 1
3 1 1 1
5 1 1 1
S&P100
1 .9996245 1 1
3 1 1 1
5 1 1 1
DIS
1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1
5 1 1 1
We use three unit root tests: Phillips-Perron(PP) test, Augmented Dickey-
Fuller(ADF) test, and Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) test to test if the
time series in the period we selected to predict
xn =
Z
rn(t)dt; n = 1; :::; 1000;
for each stock are stationary. The null hypothesis for PP test and ADF test are
the time series have a unit root, which mean it is non-stationary, the alternative
hypothesis for these two test in our implementation are the time series are stationary.
KPSS test does the opposite test than rst two. The null hypothesis for KPSS test
is that the time series are stationary. All the information get from these three tests
are shown in Table B.5. All the p-values for the rst two tests are less than .01,
which indicates that the time series xn; n = 1; :::; 1000 don't have a unit root, and
they are stationary. The p-values (greater than.1) from KPSS test also verify time
series xn; n = 1; :::; 1000 are stationary.
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Table B.3: Empirical power (in percentage) of testing the independence of intraday
cumulative returns from S&P 100, XOM, and DIS using 99 Fourier basis. p stands
for the number of principal components we used to test. 10%, 5%, and 1% are the
level of signicance.
p = 3 p = 4 p = 5
Lag 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%
S & P 100
1 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
3 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
5 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
XOM
1 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
3 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
5 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
DIS
1 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
3 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

















Fig. B.4: CVX intraday cumulative returns between 08/20/2004 and 06/06/2005.





































Fig. B.5: MSEP's for four independent error models. The y-axis represents the MSEP,
the x-axis represents the 10 periods.
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Table B.4: Test statistics of testing the independence of residuals from predicting
intraday cumulative returns from S&P 100, XOM, and DIS using 99 Fourier basis. p
stands for the number of principal components we used to test.
Lag p = 3 p = 4 p = 5
XOM
1 29.11142 86.41095 147.3168
3 82.56544 218.9387 345.7197
5 147.3024 331.3922 515.9306
CITI
1 47.09909 144.2413 175.7980
3 126.8740 278.7719 357.6914
5 167.4724 359.7461 491.4649
DIS
1 27.54272 55.03678 78.99154
3 111.1003 174.9293 267.5127
5 169.9255 267.1996 412.9878
Table B.5: Test Statistics, truncated Lag parameters and p-values from three tests:
PP, ADP, and KPSS test for the market index S & P 100, and 10 stocks selected
from the U.S. stock market.
PP test ADF test KPSS test
Test Test Test
Statistic Lag p-value Statistic Lag p-value Statistic Lag p-value
S&P 100 -971.0817 7 < :01 -10.4281 09 < :01 .2475 7 > :1
XOM -984.4729 7 < :01 -10.3918 09 < :01 .1858 7 > :1
CVX -1084.521 7 < :01 -10.1294 10 < :01 .0406 7 > :1
MSFT -1024.785 7 < :01 -9.96930 10 < :01 .2405 7 > :1
IBM -1016.067 7 < :01 -9.15970 09 < :01 .0555 7 > :1
CITI -1056.138 7 < :01 -9.36090 10 < :01 .0330 7 > :1
BOA -995.0236 7 < :01 -10.4580 09 < :01 .3258 7 > :1
COCA -1020.507 7 < :01 -9.24030 10 < :01 .1324 7 > :1
WMT -1011.763 7 < :01 -10.2657 10 < :01 .0624 7 > :1
MCD -1170.864 7 < :01 -10.8054 10 < :01 .0902 7 > :1
DIS -910.5078 7 < :01 -11.4121 09 < :01 .0467 7 > :1
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Table B.6: MSEP for XOM and CVX: in-sample (IN) estimation 08/20/2004-
06/06/2005, out-of-sample (OUT) estimation 07/25/2005-05/09/2006.
XOM CVX
IN OUT IN OUT
SF* 2.4412 1.6019 9.3267 4.6237
SF 0.43460 0.1954 7.7420 2.2245
FF* 0.6660 0.6858 15.2409 0.8732
FF 0.1409 0.1381 5.7412 0.2337
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MCD
















Fig. B.6: MSEP's for four independent error models. The y-axis represents the MSEP,
the x-axis represents the 10 periods.
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CITI














Fig. B.7: Out-of-sample MSEP's for four independent error models and two selected
stocks in nine periods.
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Fig. B.8: Out-of-sample MSEP's for four independent error models and four selected
stocks in nine periods.
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APPENDIX C
SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES AND TABLES FOR CHAPTER 4
From table C.3, we can tell enlarge the lag parameter H won't eect the 95%
condence intervals, they stay the same as the intervals from the original H. The
original H are selected by the defaulted R function lrvar. For the subsampling
condence intervals, making b twice as large narrows the intervals for the regression
coecients.
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Table C.1: Relative predictive eciency gains (in percent) for each model.
Stocks PA PI FF OF
XOM1 0 0 0.0012 0.60030
XOM2 0 0 -0.0009 38.3094
CVX1 0 0.0002 0.0014 1.5241
CVX2 0 0 -0.0008 34.4363
COP1 0.0002 0 -0.0032 1.8895
COP2 0 -0.0002 0.0006 40.8232
MSFT1 0.0002 0 0.0013 0.9961
MSFT2 0 0.0001 -0.0007 -0.0327
IBM1 0 0.0002 0.0010 0.8598
IBM2 -0.0002 0.0001 0.0003 0.9536
ORCL1 0 0 0.0056 0.6438
ORCL2 0 0 0 0.1031
CITI1 0 0 0 0.1645
CITI2 0.0007 -0.0001 -0.0003 0.7639
BAC1 0 0 -0.0028 0.5191
BAC2 0.0004 0.0002 -0.0005 1.6789
JPM1 -0.0004 0.0002 -0.0004 0.0888
JPM2 0.0002 0 0.0003 1.0614
COCA1 0 -0.0003 0 0.2969
COCA2 0 -0.0003 0.0005 0.7620
WMT1 0.0001 0 0.0009 3.1864
WMT2 -0.0001 0 0.0002 3.3832
PG1 0 0 0.0006 0.2275
PG2 0.0003 0 -0.0009 1.9897
MCD1 -0.0005 0.0001 0 0.3505
MCD2 0 0 0 0.5961
DIS1 0 0.0006 0.0005 0.4974
DIS2 0 0 0 1.3463
CMCSA1 0 0 -0.0006 0.6014
CMCSA2 0 0 0 0.3097
FDX1 -0.0002 0 0.0003 -0.6581
FDX2 0.0001 0 -0.0005 0.5601114
JBLU1 -0.0001 -0.0003 -0.0009 -6.3770
JBLU2 0 0 0 5.4409
UPS1 0 0 -0.0002 0.4799
UPS2 -0.0002 0 0 2.0188
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Table C.2: Asymptotic (parenthesis) and Subsampling (square brackets) 95% con-
dence intervals for the lag parameter H as default or 50% larger and b = 40 or b = 80
for the regression coecients of the oil factors(OF model)of stocks in Energy sector
and Financial sector.
SECTOR STOCK
Asymptotic C.I. Subsampling C.I.
H as default H 50% larger b = 40 b = 80
Energy
XOM1 (.0041, .0778) (.0041, .0778) [-.1152, .1913] [-.0528, .1432]
XOM2 (.3302, .4129) (.3302, .4129) [.2367, .5376] [.2862, .5039]
CVX1 (.0393, .1130) (.0393, .1130) [-.0783, .2099] [-.0170, .1650]
CVX2 (.3551, .4468) (.3551, .4468) [.1768, .6656] [.2501, .6196]
Financial
BOA1 (-.0250, .0489) (-.0230, .0467) [-.1151, .1050] [-.0511, .0467]
BOA2 (-.0920, -.0230) (-.0920, -.0230) [-.1814, .0255] [-.1506, -.0098]
JPM1 (-.0900, -.0333) (-.0830, -.0269) [-.2654, .1931] [-.1169, .0918]
JPM2 (-.0082, -.0170) (-.0820, -.0170) [-.1898, .0612] [-.1638, .0252]
Table C.3: Asymptotic (parenthesis) and Subsampling (square brackets) 95% con-
dence intervals for the regression coecients of the extra factors of stocks in Infor-
mation Technology sector .
STOCK PA PI FF(1) FF(2) OF
MSFT1
(-.0294, .0273) (-.0651, .0673) (-.0023, .0022) (-.0073, .0068) (-.0930, -.0150)
[-.0249, .0258] [-.0353, .0332] [-.0009, .0009] [-.0015, .0014] [-.1817, .0787]
MSFT2
(-.0345, .0354) (-.0694, .0677) (-.0015, .0015) (-.0029, .0030) (-.0670, -.0115)
[-.0273, .0268] [-.0464, .0460] [-.0008, .0007] [-.0015, .0015] [-.1629, .1340]
IBM1
(-.0669, .0733) (-.0750, .0772) (-.0022, .0022) (-.0081, .0079) (-.0770, -.0080)
[-.0256, .0242] [-.0298, .0312] [-.0008,.0008] [-.0014, .0013] [-.1509, .0649]
IBM2
(-.1102, .1053) (-.0837, .0738) (-.0015, .0014) (-.0036, .0036) (-.0920, -.0180)
[-.0215, .0222] [-.0358, .0346] [-.0008, .0008] [-.0012, .0013] [-.1950, .0831]
ORCL1
(-.0799, .0798) (-.1089, .1111) (-.0039, .0039) (-.0141, .0129) (-.1600, -.0210)
[-.0234, .0266] [-.0629, .0628] [-.0014, .0014] [-.0021, .0019] [-.3465, .1482]
ORCL2
(-.0483, .0505) (-.1037, .1002) (-.0023, .0023) (-.0053, .0053) (-.0850, .0380)
[-.0217, .0210] [-.0532, .0524] [-.0011, .0012] [-.0018, .0020] [-.2830, .2257]
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Table C.4: Asymptotic (parenthesis) and Subsampling (square brackets) 95% con-
dence intervals for the regression coecients of the extra factors of stocks in Financial
sector .
STOCK PA PI FF(1) FF(2) OF
CITI1
(-.0867, .0803) (-.0585, .0602) (-.0020, .0020) (-.0084, .0079) (-.0660, .0187)
[-.0272, .0301] [-.0312, .0311] [-.0011, .0011] [-.0016, .0016] [-.1824, .1159]
CITI2
(-.0386, .0448) (-.0666, .0648) (-.0011, .0011) (-.0030, .0030) (-.0730, -.0080)
[-.0302, .0292] [-.0376, .0378] [-.0007, .0007] [-.0014, .0014] [-.1739, .0754]
BOA1
(-.0484, .0492) (-.0524, .0512) (-.0019, .0018) (-.0066, .0059) (-.0250, .0489)
[-.0208, .0218] [-.0273, .0295] [-.0008, .0008] [-.0010, .0010] [-.1151, .1050]
BOA2
(-.0408, .0043) (-.0645, .0668) (-.0011, .0011) (-.0034, .0034) (-.0920, -.0230)
[-.0271, .0255] [-.0344, .0331] [-.0007, .0007] [-.0012, .0012] [-.1814, .0255]
JPM1
(-.0815, .0699) (-.1052, .1064) (-.0038, .0037) (-.0102, .0101) (-.0900, .0333)
[-.0280, .0266] [-.0385, .0420] [-.0014, .0014] [-.0019, .0018] [-.2645, .1931]
JPM2
(-.0434, .0476) (-.0710, .0703) (-.0013, .0013) (-.0031, .0032) (-.1020, .0007)
[-.0322, .0310] [-.0430, .0427] [-.0008, .0008] [-.0015, .0015] [-.1898, .0612]
Table C.5: Asymptotic (parenthesis) and Subsampling (square brackets) 95% con-
dence intervals for the regression coecients of the extra factors of stocks in Consumer
Staples sector .
STOCK PA PI FF(1) FF(2) OF
COCA1
(-.0936, .0945) (-.0708, .0727) (-.0028, .0027) (-.0083, .0083) (-.0440, .0365)
[-.0240, .0235] [-.0287, .0289] [-.0007, .0007] [-.0011, .0010] [-.1292, .1404]
COCA2
(-.0641, .0637) (-.0739, .0713) (-.0012, .0011) (-.0030, .0030) (-.0660, -.0170)
[-.0264, .0259] [-.0308, .0302] [-.0007, .0007] [-.0012, .0012] [-.1131, .0360]
WMT1
(-.0390, .0372) (-.0681, .0690) (-.0024, .0023) (-.0077, .0064) (-.1420, -.0570)
[-.0212, .0221] [-.0324, .0354] [-.0007, .0007] [-.0013, .0012] [-.2653, .0628]
WMT2
(-.0393, .0386) (-.0902, .0909) (-.0019, .0019) (-.0036, .0036) (-.1460, -.0650)
[-.0295, .0290] [-.0438, .0446] [-.0009, .0009] [-.0017, .0016] [-.2741, .0306]
PG1
(-.0184, .0183) (-.0542, .0548) (-.0018, .0018) (-.00058, .0062) (-.0310, .0338)
[-.0208, .0197] [-.0244, .0240] [-.0006, .0006] [-.0009, .0010] [-.1339, .1317]
PG2
(-.0410, .0425) (-.0699, .0686) (-.0014, .0015) (-.0030, .0031) (-.1020, -.0390)
[-.0252, .0259] [-.0305, .0297] [-.0006, .0006] [-.0011, .0012] [-.1796, .0449]
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Table C.6: Asymptotic (parenthesis) and Subsampling (square brackets) 95% con-
dence intervals for the regression coecients of the extra factors of stocks in Consumer
Discretionary sector .
STOCK PA PI FF(1) FF(2) OF
MCD1
(-.1597, .1542) (-.1098, .1116) (-.0045, .0044) (-.0134, .0132) (-.0630, .0574)
[-.0240, .0245] [-.0308, .0312] [-.0009, .0009] [-.0016, .0016] [-.1954, .2063]
MCD2
(-.0515, .0502) (-.0945, .0946) (-.0018, .0017) (-.0037, .0037) (-.1050, -.0120)
[-.0233, .0223] [-.0538, .0519] [-.0008, .0009] [-.0017, .0017] [-.2143, .0945]
DIS1
(-.0515, .0518) (-.0909, .0950) (-.0032, .0032) (-.0113, .0107) (-.0840, .0233)
[-.0243, .0227] [-.0360, .0377] [-.0010, .0011] [-.0017, .0016] [-.2527, .2168]
DIS2
(-.1228, .1233) (-.0926, .0903) (-.0018, .0018) (-.0046, .0045) (-.1310, -.0350)
[-.0212, .0218] [-.0541, .0532] [-.0008, .0008] [-.0017, .0016] [-.3153, .0907]
CMCSA1
(-.0547, .0547) (-.1195, .1210) (-.0040, .0039) (-.0118, .0116) (-.0320, .1084)
[-.0314, .0289] [-.0567, .0586] [-.0015, .0015] [-.0019, .0017] [-.2217, .2497]
CMCSA2
(-.0522, .0521) (-.1036, .1020) (-.0046, .0046) (-.0115, .0115) (-.3100, .0992)
[-.0242, .0240] [-.0848, .0846] [-.0009, .0008] [-.0019, .0018] [-.6510, .4991]
Table C.7: Asymptotic (parenthesis) and Subsampling (square brackets) 95% con-
dence intervals for the regression coecients of the extra factors of stocks in Trans-
portation sector .
STOCK PA PI FF(1) FF(2) OF
FDX1
(-.0656, .0645) (-.0769, .0744) (-.0023, .0023) (-.0050, .0054) (-.0515, .0293)
[-.0246, .0257] [-.0340, .0325] [-.0010, .0009] [-.0014, .0014] [-.1784, .1449]
FDX2
(-.0665, .0672) (-.1106, .1101) (-.0019, .0018) (-.0052, .0051) (-.1155, -.0036)
[-.0244, .0256] [-.0754, .0713] [-.0012, .0011] [-.0021, .0021] [-.3053, .1044]
JBLU1
(-.1126, .1113) (-.2254, .2215) (-.0053, .0053) (-.0130, .0138) (-.3482, -.1409)
[-.0227, .0219] [-.1082, .1057] [-.0020, .0020] [-.0028, .0028] [-.6217, .1869]
JBLU2
(-.0530, .0539) (-.2008, .2044) (-.0033, .0032) (-.0104, .0103) (-.4855, -.2629)
[-.0235, .0246] [-.0984, .0951] [-.0020, .0019] [-.0039, .0037] [-.8192, .0486]
UPS1
(-.1496, .1507) (-.0532, .0525) (-.0016, .0016) (-.0035, .0036) (-.0541, -.0036)
[-.0302, .0311] [-.0235, .0230] [-.0064, .0007] [-.0010, .0009] [-.1268, .0674]
UPS2
(-.0648, .0633) (-.0802, .0830) (-.0019, .0019) (-.0040, .0040) (-.1287, -.0415)
[-.0268, .0251] [-.0468, .0447] [-.0008, .0008] [-.0015, .0015] [-.2357, .0451]
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C.1 Simulation Study
We designed a simulation study based on bootstrapping method to determine
which conclusion is correct, the subsampling or asymptotic one. The issue is that
the asymptotic and subsampling condence intervals give dierent answers in the OF
model. Our goal is to simulate the data that look approximately like the data in this
model. For the simulated data, we will compute condence intervals of both types,
and see which one is better on the average.
To start with, consider the MSFT the rst period data in the OF model
Rn(t) = 0(t) + 1Mn(t) + 2Cn(t) + "n(t);
we rst calculate the estimates ^0(), ^1, and ^2, then compute the error "^n(t) as
"^n(t) = Rn(t)  ^0(t)  ^1Mn(t)  ^2Cn(t):
We plot 10 days and 100 days data of S&P 100 IDCR Mn(t), Oil IDCR Cn(t),
and the error items calculated by "^n(t) in gure C.1 to C.3. For the rst period, we
have 500 curvesMn, 500 curves Cn and 500 curves "^n. For each set of curves, we draw
500 curves with replacement (bootstrap). Thus we have 500 curves Mn, 500 curves
Cn, and 500 curves "^

n.
We calculate bootstrap IDCR's on MSFT as






n(t); 1  n  500:





n); 1  n  500:
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For which we know the value of 2 (= ^2) is  0:053676 computed previously. Us-
ing the bootstrap data C.1.2, we calculate the 95% asymptotic condence interval
as [ :092; :025] and the subsampling condence interval for 2 as [ :1919; :0710],
which are still contradict with each other. We would like to demonstrate that the
subsampling condence intervals doesn't have the correct coverage probability.
We know that ^2 in C.1.1 is dierent from zero. We want to test the null
hypothesis
H0 : 2 = 0
at the 5% level of signicance using the 95% condence intervals. We reject H0 if
the 95% condence intervals doesn't contain zero. We want to evaluate the empirical
size of the tests based, respectively, on the asymptotic and subsampling condence
intervals. We proceed as follows:




n as described above.
2. Generate the data for which H0 is true, i.e. R






3. Calculate the 95% asymptotic C.I. if it does not contain zero, set as = 1; if it
contains zero, set as = 0.
4. Calculate the 95% subsampling C.I. if it does not contain zero, set su = 1; if it
contains zero, set su = 0.
5. Repeat steps 1-4 one hundred times.
The count of the as = 1 gives us an idea about empirical size. After nearly four
days computation, we nd out the count of as = 1 for the asymptotic C.I. is 7, which
means the empirical size of asymptotic test is 7%. While the count of as = 1 for the
subsampling C.I. is 0.
In the next step, we want to evaluate the power of the two tests. We proceed as
follows.
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Table C.8: Simulation study results out of 100 bootstrapping.
Data size power
Bootstrapped asymptotic subsampling asymptotic subsampling
MSFT1 7 0 74 0
WMT1 5 0 98 3
UPS1 6 0 56 0




n as described above.
2. Generate the data for which H0 is not true as in C.1.1, i.e.







3. Calculate the 95% asymptotic C.I. if it does not contain zero, set as = 1; if it
contains zero, set as = 0.
4. Calculate the 95% subsampling C.I. if it does not contain zero, set su = 1; if it
contains zero, set su = 0.
5. Repeat steps 1-4 one hundred times.
The count of the as = 1 in this test gives us an idea about empirical power. we
nd out the count of as = 1 for the asymptotic C.I. is 74, which means the empirical
power of asymptotic test is 74%. While the count of as = 1 for the subsampling C.I.
is also 0.
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Fig. C.1: 10 days (top) and 100 days (bottom) IDCR's data of S&P 100.
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Fig. C.2: 10 days (top) and 100 days (bottom) IDCR's data of oil.
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Fig. C.3: 10 days (top) and 100 days (bottom) data of "^n.
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C.2 Long-run Variance
The long-run variance (LRV) plays a major role in much of time series inference.
In this appendix, we state the most important properties and review its estimation.
C.2.1 Scalar case
We start with some preliminaries in scalar case. Let fXng be a scalar (weakly)





where j = Cov(X0; Xj). The lemma in Horvath and Kokoszka (2012) shows that
this is also the case for L2-m-approximable sequences. We state the following lemma
for ease of reference. The proof of this lemma is given in Horvath and Kokoszka
(2012).
Lemma C.2.1 Suppose Xn is a scalar L
2{m{approximable sequence. Then its auto-
covariance function j = Cov(X0; Xj) is absolutely summable, i.e.
P1
j= 1 jjj <1.
The summability of the autocovariances is a fundamental property of weak de-
pendence because then NVar[ XN ]!
P1
j= 1 j, i.e. the variance of the sample mean
converges to zero at the rate N 1, the same as for iid observations.









(Xj   XN)(Xi+jjj   XN):
Various weights !q(j) have been proposed and their optimality properties studied, see
Andrews (1991) and Anderson (1994), among others. Asymptotic theory typically
includes the following assumption.
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Assumption C.2.1 The bandwidth q = q(N) satises q ! 1, q2=N ! 0. The
weights satisfy !q(j) = !q( j) and
(C.2.1) j!q(j)j  b
and, for every xed j,
(C.2.2) !q(j)! 1:
All kernels used in practice have symmetric weights and satisfy conditions (C.2.1)
and (C.2.2).
The absolutely summability of the autocovariance is not enough to establish
the consistency of the kernel estimator ^2. We need to use the summability of the
cumulants to control the fourth order structure of the data.Similar conditions can
also be derived for approximable sequences. A technical sucient condition for the






CovX0(Xk  X(k)k ); X(r)r X(r+`)r+` ! 0:
By analogy to the condition assumed in Giraitis et al. (2003), it can be replaced by





CovX0(Xk  X(k)k ); X(r)r X(r+`)r+`  <1:
The intuition behind conditions (C.2.3) and (C.2.4) for linear and nonlinear processes
is explained in Chapter 16 of Horvath and Kokoszka (2012). With the background,
we can state the following theorem for the scalar approximable sequences.
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Theorem C.2.1 Suppose fXng 2 L4 is a scalar L4{m{approximable time series for
which condition (C.2.3) holds. If Assumption C.2.1 holds, then ^2
P!P1j= 1 j.
We note that by further strengthening conditions on the behavior of the bandwidth
function q = q(N), the convergence in probability could be replaced by the almost
sure convergence, see Berkes et al. (2006)
Using the LRV, an asymptotic 95% condence interval for  = E(Xn) takes the
form
X  1:96 
p
^=N:
An estimator made popular by Newey and West (1987) is the weighted autoco-
variance estimator




where !i;T are weights which sum to unity and MT is a truncation lag parameter
that satises MT = o(T
1=3). For MA(q) processes, j = 0 for j > q and Newey and
West suggest using the rectangular weights !j;T = 1 for j  MT = q; 0 otherwise.
For general linear process, Newey and West suggest that the Bartlett weights !j;T =
1  j
MT+1
with MT equals to the integer part of 4(T=100)
2=9.
C.2.2 Vector case
Now we turn to the vector case in which the data are of the form
Xn = [X1n; X2n; : : : ; Xdn]
T ; n = 1; 2; : : : ; N:
Since the estimation of the mean by the sample mean does not eect the asymptotic
of the kernel LRV estimates, we assume that EXin = 0.
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The LRV of the sequence Xn is dened as













provided the limit exists.
The rth autocovariance matrix of Xn is  (r) = E[XnX
T






T =  (r)T , where the last equality follows from the covari-


































( (r) +  (r)T ):
For each r, the term N r
N
 (r) !  (r) as N ! 1. If P1r=1 jj (r)jj < 1, then





 (r)!P1r=1  (r). In particular, the
limit in (C.2.6) exists and equals to
































n ; r < 0:
The consistency of ^ can be established by following the lines of the proof of









CovXi0(Xjk  X(K)jk ); X(r)ir X(r+`)j;r+` ! 0:
Condition (C.2.8) is analogous to cumulant conditions for vector processes which
require summability of fourth order cross-cumulants for all scalar components, see
e.g. Assumption A on p. 823 of Andrews (1991).
These results can be stated as a theorem similar to those obtained in the scalar
case.
Theorem C.2.2 a) If fXng 2 L2Rd is an L2{m{approximable sequence, then the se-
ries
P1
r= 1  (r)converges absolutely. b) Suppose fXng 2 L4Rd an L4{m{approximable
sequence such that condition (C.2.8) holds. If Assumption C.2.1 holds, then ^
P! .
C.2.3 Functional case
We now state some major properties of the LRV for functional data. Suppose
fXng 2 L2H is a zero mean sequence, and 1; 2; : : : ; d is any set of orthonormal
functions in H. Dene
Xin =
Z
Xn(t)i(t)dt; Xn = [X1n; X2n; : : : ; Xdn]
T ;
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and  (r) = Cov(X0;Xr). A direct verication shows that if fXng is Lp{m{approximable,
then so is the vector sequence fXng. The following corollary thus directly follows from
Theorem C.2.2.
Corollary C.2.1 a) If fXng 2 L2H is an L2{m{approximable sequence, then the se-
ries
P1
r= 1  (r)converges absolutely. b) If, in addition, fXng is L4{m{approximable
and Assumption C.2.1 and condition (C.2.8) hold, then ^
P! .
Horvath and Kokoszka (2012) show that the conclusions of part b) of Theorem
C.2.2 and Corollary C.2.1 holds under L2{m{approximability and mild additional
assumptions; L4{m{approximability and condition are (C.2.8) actually not required.
The results under the weaker assumptions require however the introduction of addi-
tional notation, so we postpone them until the next section.
To use the results established so far, it is convenient to decompose the stationary
sequence fXng into its mean and a zero mean process, i.e. we set Xn(t) = (t)+Yn(t),





Yn(t)^`(t)dt; 1  `  d:
The following proposition is useful in most statistical procedures for functional time
series.
Proposition C.2.1 Let fXng 2 L4H be an L4{m{approximable L2{valued sequence
with the covariance operator C. We assume C is an integral operator with kernel







The eigenvalues i of C are assumed to satisfy
1 > 2 > : : : > d > d+1;
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Let C^ = diag(c^1; : : : ; c^d), with c^i = sign(hi; ^ii). ^ is the scores with respect to the
estimators of orthonormal deterministic basis, it has a form as
^`i =
Z
(Xi(t)  XN(t))^`(t)dt; 1  `  d:
Assume further that







and q4=N ! 0. Then
(C.2.11) j^()  ^(C^^)j = oP (1) and j^(^)  ^(^)j = oP (1):
Condition (C.2.10) holds for all weights used in practice.
C.3 Kernel estimates
In this section, we will provide an elegant alternative to Theorem C.2.2. It
is a general consistency result for the kernel estimators of the long-run covariance
matrix. We restate some assumption and denitions here, X` = [X1`; : : : ; Xd`]
T ,
is a sequence of zero mean L2{m{approximable random vectors, which means the
following assumptions hold:
Assumption C.3.1 (a) For a measurable function f taking values in Rd,
X` = f("`; "` 1; : : :);
where "` is a sequence of independent identically distributed random elements.








<1; where X(m)` = [X(m)1` ; : : : ; X(m)d` ]T and
X
(m)









`;n ;m  1; 1 < n; ` <1
o
are iid copies of "0.














The last two items in assumption C.3.1 yield that  is well-dened, and the innite
sums in the denition are (coordinate-wise) absolutely convergent. We now consider














The weight !q(j) is written as K(k=BN), to emphasize the dependence of the band-
width on the sample size, and to facilitate the formulation of conditions in the follow-
ing assumptions. If the support of the kernel K is the interval [ 1; 1], then q = BN ;
for a dierent compact support, q and BN are proportional. Here are some common
choices of the kernel function:





1  6x2 + 6jxj3; 0  jxj  1=2
2(1  jxj3); 1=2  jxj  1
0; otherwise








We have the following result, which is adapted from Andrews (1991).
Theorem C.3.1 Suppose
(a) the kernel function K() is a symmetric, Lipschitz function, which satises:
K(0) = 1;
(b) K has a bounded support;




 isuds, is also Lip-
schitz and integrable;
(d) BN !1 and BN=N ! 0,
and assumption C.3.1 holds, then ^N
P! .
If Theorem C.3.1 is used in the context of functional data, the vector X` are
often projections onto the EFPC's ^1; : : : ; ^d. In this case, ^N is close to C^C^, with
the matrix C^ as in the Proposition C.2.1. Horvath and Reeder (2011) gives more
applications of Theorem C.3.1.
The rst three assumptions in Theorem C.3.1 are satised by the most com-
monly used kernels, like the Barlett and Parzen. The main advantage of Theorem
C.3.1 is just assuming L2{m{approximability, whereas Theorem C.2.1 requires L4{
m{approximability. This is of practical relevance as some data may not have fourth
moments. Morever, this Theorem C.3.1 does not the cumulant-like condition (C.2.8),
which may be very dicult to verify for some model classes. Finally, Theorem C.3.1
imposes smoothness condition on the kernelK and its Fourier transform K^ in order to
get a weaker and more standard assumption BN = o(N), rather than BN = o(N
1=2)
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needed in Theorem C.2.1. However, in the practiced kernels and bandwidths, these
dierences in assumptions are less important, because both the conditions on K and
the rate BN = o(N
1=2) hold.
C.4 R implementation
Package sandwich in R contains various functions used to get the estimates of
LRV. Here, we introduce several most popular ones.
The most convenience and possibly the most simplest function for computing the
LRV (matrix) of a (possibly multivariate) series of observations x is lrvar function.
The argument of this function is
lrvar(x, type = c("Andrews", "Newey-West"), prewhite = TRUE,
adjust = TRUE, ...)
The rst argument x could be a numeric vector, matrix, or time series. The corre-
sponding variance of the mean(s) estimated either by QS kernel estimator (Andrew
kernel) from Andrews (1991) or by Bartlett estimator (Newey-West) from Newey and
West (1987). The value of this function would be a scalar variance if a univariate series
x is used to compute, and a covariance matrix for a multivariate series x. Following
are some succinct examples for how to use lrvar function in R.
set.seed(1)
## iid series (with variance of mean 1/n)




## analogous multivariate case with Newey-West estimator (without prewhitening)
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y <- matrix(rnorm(200), ncol = 2)




## AR(1) series with autocorrelation 0.9
z <- filter(rnorm(100), 0.9, method = "recursive")
lrvar(z)
[1] 0.4385546
Other similar functions introduced in package sandwich such as vocHC, vcovHAC,
NeweyWest and kernHAC are all tted to estimate the covariance matrix of coecient
parameters in the general linear model estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS).
In R we typically use lm function to get the OLS estimates, and the standard co-
variance matrix (assuming spherical errors) can be extracted by vcov. The tools
of package sandwich however can deal with heteroskedasticity- consistent (HC) and
heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent (HAC) covariance matrices, which
can be viewed as the LRV of parameter ^, from the same tted models using vcovHC
and vcovHAC. The HAC estimators are also available for generalized linear models
(tted by glm) and robust regression (tted by rlm in package MASS).
The arguments for vcovHC and vcovHAC are as follows in R.
vcovHC(lmobj, omega = NULL, type = "HC3", ...)
vcovHAC(lmobj, weights,
prewhite = FALSE, adjust = TRUE, sandwich = TRUE,
order.by, ar.method, data)
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The rst argument lmobj is an object as returned by lm, which show an im-
portant feature of R that is functions can take functions as arguments and return
functions. Other arguments' explanation and denition please see the reference man-
ual of package sandwich.
To be more specic, vcovHAC function provides a simple yet exible interface to
general HAC estimation. Due to the complexion of automatic choice of bandwidth
or lag truncation parameters, sandwich also provides three other functions:
 NeweyWest function by default use the non-parametric bandwidth selection se-
lection procedure of Newey and West (1994), which is also available in a stand-
alone function bwNeweyWest.
 weightAndrews and bwAndrews with convenience interface kernHAC implement
the weighting scheme in Andrews (1991) for kernel based HAC estimation with
automatic bandwidth selection.
 weightsLumley and its convenience interface weave implement the weighted
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Certied C programmer, second level, China 2004
SAS Certied Base Programmer for SAS 9, UT, USA 2013
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SOFTWARE SKILLS
R, SAS , Matlab, C LATEX
MS oce VBA, @RISK
CONFERENCE
Joint Statistical Meeting, San Diego, CA 2012
Industrial Math/Stat Modeling Workshop for Graduate Students, Raleigh, NC 2012
Workshop on Analysis of High-Dimensional Data and Functional Data
in Honor of Peter Hall,Davis, CA 2012
Inter-mountain Graduate Research Symposium, Logan, UT 2012
Inter-mountain Graduate Research Symposium, Logan, UT 2011
Workshop on Functional Data Analysis and Related Topics, Logan, UT 2010
HONORS & AWARDS
Utah State University, Logan, UT
Excellence in Research Award, Department of Mathematics & Statistics 2011
Graduate Student Travel Award (twice) 2012
Inspirational Student Award, Department of Mathematics & Statistics 2013
Nanjing University of Information Science & Technology, Nanjing, China
Honored graduate student 2007




Utah State University, Logan, UT
Organization: Chinese Scholars and Students Association, 2011-2012
Position: Executive Vice President & Treasurer
Main duty: Organize extracurricular activities for over 300 Chinese scholars
and students, such as Chinese New Year Banquet,
Mid-autumn BBQ Party,Welcome Party, Chinese Cook-out,
Chinese Culture-Fair Exhibition, International Banquet
Organization: International Student Council, Spring 2011
Position: Executive Vice President
Main duty: Organize extracurricular activities for thousands of international
students in Utah State University and community
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REFERENCE









Finance and Real Estate Department
Colorado State University





Department of Mathematics & Statistics
Utah State University
3900 Old Main Hill
Logan, UT 84322-3900, USA
Phone: +1-435-797-2420
E-mail: Dave.Bregenzer@usu.edu
